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GREATEST MONEY POWER EVER
KNOWN FORMING IN WALL STREET

UCAN
FEDERATION

at

neapolis. Considers the
Political Situation.
DECLARES

ITSP0SITI0N

AS TO POLITICAL PARTIES

Minneapolis, Nov. 13. The recent
political activity of the American
V deration of Labor occupied a prominent place la the report of the executive eoaacil, which was read today
at the convention of the federation.
The report deflaes the attitude of organised labor towards politics. The
America Federation, the report says,
toes not contemplate the formation of
a distinct political party. It does not
intend to dictate the party member
ship of any union man. But it does
propone to suggest legislative meas
ures of advantage to labor and to Be
cure the nomination and election of
representatives favorable to such en
actment.
Indeoendent Votina Proposed.
"We have never opposed politics in
our organization," says the report,
"although we have always opposed
partisan politics. Independent voting
with an eye single to the interests of
labor Is mrged upon all members of
Hfnlhucd unions. '
TWO BIG RAILWAYS HEAR
FIREMEN'S COMMITTEES
New York, Nov., 13. Committees
represcausg me nreraen or tne new
York Central and the New York, New
Haven A Hartford railroad went into
conference with the officials of tue
two roads at the Grand Central depot
today. The committees were headed
by Grand Matter Hannahan of the
firemen's organization.
WILL SUE RAILROADS

FOR $30,000,000

Chicago. 111., Nov. 13. The Illinois
Audit company organized by the ship
pers of this state have today commenc
ed proceedings against railroads enter
ing the otato for overcharges in ship-Tin- g
rates. The claims for overcharges
and damages amount to 130,000,000.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE

AND GIVING

COM-

12. Under
New York, Nov.
the
beetling crags of Wall street a new
and mammoth money power Is gradu
ally taking form.
It is freely asserted today that tne
Ultimate object of this staggering fin
ancial movement is to bring under
the capitalistic control of a few pow
railroad
erful interests a national
which will far exceed in reality the
ancient dream of a
system and will. In fact, spread over
the length and breadth of the nation
like a web.
There are now. according to the
Wiall street view, nine groups of rail
road capitalists in the United States
as follows: Vanderbilt, Pennsylvania,
Harrlman, Rockefeller, Hill, Morgan,
Gould, Moore and Santa Fe. Three- quarters of all the railroads of the
They
country are In these hands.
nave a combined mileage of 146,082.
They are worth more than $7,000,000,-000- ,
or about 7 per cent, of the estimated total wealth of the nation.
Wilthlu a month, rumor, always the
forerunner of fact in the street, has
flooded the trading places of stock
merchants, coupling four of the nine
great groups in a community of in
terest." It is now an established fact
that the Vanderbilt, Pennsylvania,
Rockefeller and Harrlman Interests ar"
in harmony, and the street sees indi
cations of a comprehensive plan for
the financial consolidation of the wonderful web of railroads owned by
them.
This would be the greatest of all
As at present Individually
trusts.
capitalized it would be more than
seven times as great as the stoel cor
poration.
Edward H. Harrlman, the living
breathing definition of Machlaveli's
prince, whom Wall street sees dodg
ing In nnd out of the Equitable Ufe
building now and then, Is the captain
or tne titanic enterprise.
Whether the plan is conceived from
his tortuous brain, it is nevertheless
the fact that he has been selected as
the general of the Rockefellers, Van
derbilt s and Astors, with whom he
has always won great favor.
The bare outline of the enormous
project as Wall street sees it opens to
the Imagination incalculable possibili
ties.

SUED FOR

Mow that E. H. Harrlman his ousted Stuyvesant Fish from the presidency of the Illinois Central, and
gained control of that property, he hae the longest and most extensive system of railways In the world. ;With
the Baltimore 4-- Ohio, Illinois Central, Northern Pacific and Union Pacific, he has a continuous line of roads
extending from New York to San Francisco and from Chicago to i New Orleans, as shown on the accompanying
i
.i
map.
.

When ' W. J. Bryan announced his
plan for government ownership of
tmmk lines It waa estimated that such
a venture would cost Uncle Sam

TRAIN

MISSOURI IS WOOL MARKET SEEMS

III

HURLED FROM TRACK
Under the united capitalistic dominion of four of the richest families
of the world the railroads controlled
BY SPREAD RAIL
by them would constitute a financial
structure that would make Uncle Sam
dig deep Into bis Jeans to purchase,
if he did decide upon government
This system would em- Fortunately Nobody Is Killed
ownership.
s
of the enbrace more than
tire mileage of all American railroads.
Though Some Are Cut
It could easily dictate to all comeven
dry
In
The pen runs
petitors.
and Badly Bruised.
scant contemplation of the stored up
a
power for good or evil in such
giant.
CUNARD LINER CATCHES
sysHarrlman's
FIRE BUT 15 PUT OUT;
tem, the supposed nucleus for the national railroad system, is rapidly HearWith the Illinois
ing completion.
St. Louis, Nov. 13. A west bound
Central added to his great far western system, with his supremacy in Missouri Pacific train, while running
Baltimore & Otolo all but an accom- at full speed, was hurled from the
plished fact, and with his close asso- track by spreading rails near Glenooe,
miles west of here tociation with the dominating Rocke- twenty-sevefeller. Vanderbilt and Astor tactions day, but beyond cuts and bruises all
solidly fixed, he seems in a fair way on board escaped. The entire train
to molil the railroad destiny of the plunged into an embankment and the
track was torn up for 200 feet.'
country.
His latest success, according to VESSEL AT SEA CATCHES'
Machiavellan ethics, was the decapv FIRE FROM ELECTRICITY
itation,, of Stujrvesant Fish and the
Queenstown, Nov. 13. On the arrivcapture of the Illinois Central. Fish al of
liner Caronla, off
rd
he was Roches ' Point, at the entrance of the
Is fighting him, declaring
'tricked."
harbor, this morning it was reported
(bat a fire broke out la the. electric
fan room t 1 "O'clock hls jiornlng.
The flumes were exuugulu)ik beicrt
the vessel reached Queenstown. All
possible precautions had been taken
against eventualities and there was
only a momentary excitement among
passengers.

MORE SATISFACTORY

I

THAN

Not So Pronounced

two-fifth-

LOS ANGELES TAKES IN
SIXTEEN MILE STRIP
Boston. Nov. 13. Activity in tne
wool market is not so pronounced as

in recent weeks, bat a substantial
business is bUII under way. The fu
ture of the market seems to be
greater ease with which wool may
bo sold at dealers valuation.

n

LOS ANGELES TAKeS

POSSESSIONS

IN

SIXTEEN MILES TERRITORY
Los Angeles, Nov. 13. By a close
vote in Its favor, the plan to annex
a large territory between this city and
San Pedro was approved in the special election by voters of the city and
county districts. When the returns
shall be passed upon by the state, aa
thorllieB a strip one half of a wlle
wide-ansixteen Jong' will becqnto a
part of Los Angeles, making San Ped
ro and Los Angeles adjoining cities,
This is the first step in the plan to
annex San Pedro harbor to Los An
are ubout twenty-twgeles, which
.H.w.B - .... ...

the-Cuna-

RAILWAY

as Few

Weeks But Future
of Ease.

trans-contlneut-

TO OUR PANAMA

RECENTLY

o

''

CONSTRUCTION
IN THE NORTHWEST.

Nov. 13.-Seattle,
than IRELAND TO HAVE A
.,T,0N:
$12,000,000 will be expended Jn rail- D" j'"3- - fov;. 3;A.t a "CUng of
way construction In this district dur- It was announcrotmell
lng the next year or two, while In oth- - ll'e

Wh.,

More

j

Only 600 Miles From

$58.00
TO PAY

$8.13

DAMAGE CASE BOBS UP AGAIN
THIS DAY IN DISTRICT

COURT.
tk:C6 K. Neher, proprietor of the
Wnite fclephaot saloon, sued J. A.
Weinman for $58 on account this
morning, in the district court. Weinman et up certain counter claims,
wherein he alleged that he had loaned
N'eher sums of money at different
timed which amounted to over $50,
find offered to pay Neher the balance.
The jury retired to determine the
matter aad returned a verdict which
requires Widnman to pay Neher $8.73.
Attorney
Wilkinson appeared
for
Weinman and W B. Childerg represented Neher.
Judgment by Default.
Judge Ahuitt calYd the civil docket
of Jury cases, set for trial with notice
to appear at this term of court, and
in 'a nuiubur of instances ' Judgment
waa entered against the defendants
for failare to appear.
These cases
are: V. A. Davis company, apiiellee,
vs. D. K. Wilson; Charles Conroy, appellant, vs. Banton Ortiz, and Juan
Garcia ws. Vincente Pino, et al.
Piotro Olguln was not present either
in person or by attorney when his
case againat Antonio Padiilo was called, and aa there was no one to prose-cut- ,
Piotro was non suited.
Big Damage Case Bobs Up Again.
Judge Abbott excused the jury In
the district court from duty this afternoon and there was no afternoon
session of court. His purpose was to
have all the business cleared up In
anticipation of the case tf 111 Puinia
and Ruppe vs. Harnett and Weinman,
which will be railed for trl-i- l tomorrow morning.
The case, which involves a suit for
damage alleged to have l.een
through carelessness or negligence of the defendant, by the falling
of a party building wall nr the cor-nor of Beoond street and Railmitd
avenue ueverul years ago bus attracted wide attention.
The matter comes (ruin the supreme court of New Mexico for new
trial. It was remanded back upon
the hearing of the plaintiff's bill of
Judgment was rendered
exceptions.
for the defendant in the district
court of Bernalillo county, where the
afe waa originally tried. It has been i
in the courts since 1S02.
The plaintiffs sue for $100,000 dam-;ige-

Colon-Secret- ary

that the king had consented to open

er parte of Washington between tu
Idaho line and Puget sound nearly

as'-1,"-

Shaw Refuses Aid to Wall

much more will be invested. The Port- land and Seattle will expend $2,000,-000 on its line from Lewlston to Pasco.
The entrance of the Chicago. Milwau
kee and St. Paul to Spokane will cost
nearly $1,000,000 for right of way and
terminals, while the Northern Pacific
GOVERNMENT IS AFTER THE
is planning to erect a new station to
cost between $200,000 and $300,000 in
GRAFTERS AND OTHER CRIMINALS addition to which $1,000,000 will be
spent in elevating or depressing the
tracks Inside the limits of Spokane.
Washington, I). C., Nov. 13. Ac- duffer' at Washington, who is trying The Spokane International Railway
cording to a wireless message, which to keep posted on conditions and who from the Canadian boundary to Sporeached the White House over nignt, is in sympathy
with the United kane will cost several millions of dollars before it is completed.
the battleship Louisiana, with Presi- States."
Other
lines are planned in this district and
dent Roosevelt and party on board,
"Hnw ahnnt Wall it root"
waa 600 miles off Colon last night.
"Wall street is not the United States !u ls calculated that tens of thousands
Weather is reported fine. The mes- of America by any means," replied of men will have to be found to do the
work as labor is very scarce here. Mr.
sage came from tht, naval station at the secretary with a broad smile.
njaniin Campbell, vice president of
Guantanamo to Key West and thence
the Great Northern railway states that
to the Washington wireless station.
FUNSTON SLATED IN 8T.
LOUIS AS HEADQUARTERS 50,000 men can find immediate emSHAW DRAWS TIGHT THE
St. Louis, Nov. 13. Brigadier Cen- ployment on the llneg with which he
NATIONAL PURSE STRINGS tral Frederick Funston today formal- Is connected.
New York, Nov.
13. Secretary ly took command here of the SouthShaw was at the sulrtreasury today. It western division headquarters, which VEHICLE DEALERS IN TRI- Is understood la Watt street that he have been moved to St. Louis from
STATE CONVENTION.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 13. In the
is bere to consider the money situa- Oklahoma City. The headquarters
tion with a view to determine whether of the Northern division of the United Armory here today upwards of five
the government's aid be necessary. States army have been transferml to hundred implement and vehicle manufacturers met at the annual convention
Money on call loans was 14 per cent Chicago.
o
of the
today soon after the stock market
Vehicle and Implement Dealers' Association.
opened.
Address-t- s
GRAND JURY TO FIND WHO
were delivered by George W.
Secretary Shaw said he had discovGOT AWAY WITH $6,000,000
ered no material change in the finanSt. Ixuiis, Nov. 13. A federal grand Young of Eminence, the president of
cial situation since Saturday, when he jury will convene here tomorrow and the association, George p. Wagner of
said he would take no measure for the investigate the shortage of $515,000 Jasper, Indiana. H. V. Clemens of
relief of the money market under the In the St. Louis subtreasury, traced inmeium, Indiana, Matthew Bean of
conditions then prevailing. His chief to the department of Receiving Teller Winchester, R. P. Rathburn and M L.
business In New York, lie said, has to U. P. Dyr, Jr. The teller's father, Green, Springfield, and W. Carnahan
do with matters concerning the cus- Col. D. P. Dyer, who is United States of Illanchester, O. The assocatlon lias,
tom house.
attorney here, has at his own request a membership of 1700 and was organiz'
Secretary Shaw in explaining his l.een temporarily relieved from faking ed seven years ago. There are a vfry
large number of Improved Implements
"You may say there Is a part in the Investigation.
visit
and vehicles on exhibition In the
Armory.
1

Trl-Stat-

MEN

FIGHT

d

OVER

TUB

BARGAINS;

Wuas, the proprietor of b South
Second street five, ten and fifteen-- 1
cent store, had a bargain
today
on ten-cegalvanized wash tubs, and
thf)

tt

Dtlrl
rT",
U

th.

All

v...:J."uw"s.B'J

j

.....

Place in tire yard in l e rear of the
iore between native women
A
Citizen representative attempted to
gt into the store this afternoon, to
get the particulars of the sci im-- i
mages, but the jam was so irrut
he!
did uot get any farther than the Kill
of the front door. Waas was waiting
Marron and McMillan appear us on half a dozen buyers at one time,
counsel for the plautiffs, Dl Palma and praises this paper for being such
and Reppe. while Held and Childt rs mi extensive ndvertihing medium.
represent Harnett and Weinman.
Frank Blaka Not Guilty.
Chicago Live Stock.
I'liii-uoA jury ia the district court brought
N iv. 13. Cattle rec eipts
in a verdict of not guilty iu the case ll.ooo. Market slow to steady, liee-e- s
of the territory agaiust Fruuk Blake,
$LO04j 7 25; cows and heifers $1.60
who wan charged with drawing u (5.10; blockers and feeders $2,400'
deadly weapon on one Jesus Marin. In 4 5u; Texans $3.704.30: westerns!
KatiUiiva
a.u,y.
$:i.ftiti.1ii: ales $G.00S
s.

j

.

GREAT MEETING OF
PRESBYTERIANS.
Indianapolis, lnd., Nov. 13. Delegates representing 40.'.
members of
PASO MAN INJURED the new Presbyti rla:: Motherhood
as
sembled In conference here today and
i
importance in
uiscuBseti mailers
S. TILTON, SECRETARY OF EL connotion with the government
of
PASO CHAMBER
'the church. Amongst the speakers
OF COM- were "Ralph Connor," the well known
MERCE, LOSES AN EYE.
(Writer and author of "The Sky pilot."
Th Albiimiero.m friend ,.r w M.ind other works; lKnry Van Dyke I).
!
ton, the efficient and courteous sec.
'
"' Wanamaker William
,!l an
retary of the El Paso chamber of com-nierce, will regret to learn that he has j
been the victim or a most painful and CHAMP0n MARKSMEN IN
rlous mUhap,
CONTEST FOR PRIZES
While engaged in a game of golf at
.
nir,,,i.,1.i,Un
n. 'tC)itvv n
h Country club, of which he is also u.r
wo;ld
g
thl.
4f
marksmen
are
.
1.
j.
i
i.
l.i
HH Ml'l'l II'IIIHI V Hinil K
NI'ITtM H rV I M H.- ..1.
.1
nere toauy ior prizes
pre- eompeiing
In the left eye by a golf sflck 7in the
,,y ,ht
Repeating
hands or A. W. Houel;, the assayer. Armil comlmlly. Nv. K Crosby J M
An operation proving necessary, the
,, Jlllia
awklllH
Taylor are try- -'
!'
"
iir - g issue and Mrs 1'opperweln, who
that Mr. Tillon will soon be about
tn,. ac know led s
champion lady
again. 1 tie pliysiclans say timt tn rifle, revolver and hi
shot gun shot, in
rlnht ey will not be affected.
the world, is giving an exhibition. Mr.
Toppcrwe in will also give an exhibSt. Louis Wool Market.
ition. At a distauce of seventy yards
St. Ixuls Nov 13. Wool
ady ; in- - rsn hit marbles and small objects
'thrown in he air
tine nanpod
A

I

PROMINENT EL

n"'",

.

.!!

i

wi,-bete-

Lt,),rl'1

exhibition next May.
1ln,Ual
JreaRh hea(kd tbe subscription
$0,000 and the guarantee

1

Street Gamblers.

NATIVE

TO

RUSSIA

FIGHT

MISSION IN SESSION
Washington, I). C, Nov. 13. The In

lielg dtacussed.

BACK

CONSPRICTS

EMBEZZLED AND DEFAULTED

PRESIDENT IS SPEEDING AWAY

tcrstate Commerce commission repre
sentatlvee of railroads all over the
nt&tes are in conference here today.
Questions regarding the construction
filing and posting of rate schedules are

HOLIES

They Are Found at Kansas Constitutional Democrats Are
Ready to Take Him as CanCity Against Railway Agents
didate For Parliament.
and Freight Brokers.

trans-continent-

Railroad Magnets and Representatives of Railway Firemen Meet
in Deliberate Conference.

COUNT WITTE

FOR GETTING

S

Min-

Th Evening Citizen, In Advance, 95 per jrter.
Delivered by Cerrlere, 60 cents per month.

INDICTMENTS

HARRIMAN'S ILLINOIS CENTRAL
COUP ONLY ONE OF THE
IN THE BRINGING TOGETHER OF THE THREADS OF
ROAD TO
A GREAT NATIONAL
BE WORTH BILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND TO BE CONTROLLED
BY FOUR BIG MONEY FAMILIES.

OF LABOR
Now In Convention

mm, 0
iriw

I

fund

!low mun's to nearly $2,000,000 It
is intended to' plan the exhibition
grounds on the lines of the late Paris

exhibition and a prominent feature in
cunectlon with it will be a great dome,
the elevation of which will be equal
to half that of St. Paul's Cathedral,
London.

IMITATION

lork.

HOME

PEOPLE

National Bank Wrecker Sentenced.
Southern Railways Before Interstate Commerce Commission.

Castro Is Nearing His End ani
Revolution Is Threatening Disturbed little Venezuela.

Kansas City, Nov. 13. Indictments
were returned her today by the leaeral grand jury, as follows:
Against Davis H. Kreskey, Kansas
City. Kansas City freight broker,
charged with conspiracy to violate tne
interstate commerce act In aocimnii
concessions on export shipments of
flour, which were shlppej to New
York over the Missouri Pacific, the
Chicago & Alton, the Chicago, Mil
waukee & St. Paul and the Nickel
Plate lines; against W. A. McOowen,
agent at Kansas City for the N:ckel
Plate, for conspiring with Kreskey;
against Henry 8. Hartley, dealer in
cottonseed meal, charged with accept
ing rebates over the Frisco, the Santa
Fe and the Burlington routes. Serv
ice on all three will be had during the
day.

St. Petersburg, Nov. 13. The rrlr
al of Count Witte here yesteriU
scarcely created a ripple on the rar- faoe or Russian politics. Count WUte
taied himself to all reporters aad
declined to make any statement re
garding his reported resignation of av
seat in the council of the mpire aad',,
as to his being
candidate for par
llament. The constitutional democrat
are eager to receive him into thalr
ranks In case ho decides to be a can
didate,
r

'

,

CONSCRIPTS WONT FIGHT
ANY INTERIOR ENEMIES
13. During th
Moscow,
Nov.
swearing In of the conscrlps here today, disorders broke out, over half
refusing to take the usual oath of
loyalty to the emperor, on account oC
the phrase pledging them to defend
bis majesty against all interior eneOLD AND GOOD, BUT
EMBEZZLED $100,000. mies. The troops were surrounded
Augusta, Ga., Nov. 13. R It. Derry, but bloodshed was finally averted.
secretary and treasurer or the Real
OF
Estate and Building Association, has VIGOROUSOF DESTRUCTION
RUSSIAN PEASANTRY- been Indicted, charged with embezzling
Mltau, Courland. Prussia, Nov. 13.
from the association a sum approxi
mating $100,000. Derry is alxty years The punitive expedition which - has been operating in the Krutzberg- dur-old and for years has occupied
high position in business nnd church trlct, during the last few weeks, killed .
ninety peasants belonging to a revo
circles.
lutionary organization termed the For-- -est Brothers, who levied a tribute on
PLEADED GUILTY TO CON.
surrounding country.
SeveraL
8PIRACY IN WRECKING BANK. the
robbers have been tried by court mar
Cleveland, Nov. 13. J. R. Zimmer- tial and executed.
man pleaded ' guilty to conspiring to
wreck the National bank. In the fed GOVERNOR GENERAL IS
eral court here' today, and was sen
SAVED BY COLD EXPLOSIVES .
fenced 'to two years In the peulten
Irkutsk, Siberia, Nov. 13. Owing to.
tiary and a fine of $100,000. He was the chilling of the explosives, a bomb
chairman of the board of directors of thrown at General Rennenkamff, govthe Wooster, Ohio, National bank, ernor or
yesterday, .
which, foiled about two years ago.
railed, to Injure him.
ahlesdo- - wnp wee slightly njnwxj. The gK.,.4
SOUTHERN RAILWAYS ARE'
iwl has beea n the terrorists' death
'
IN INTERSTATE TOILS list for soma time on account of hia
Galveston, Tex.. Nov. 13.- - Charges severity in repressing mutinies and
have just been filed with the Inter-sta- te armed revolts. Hla would-b- e assassin,
commission against several wag Jmnjedjarely captured. Within
southern and vestera .railroad who fOu? Wm" After' the"'rSwJS
are charged with" unjust ant! uhfatr bomb he was plaoed on trial befor
rate impositions. The complaints sre a drum head court martial.- - The pristhe Riverside Mills of Azusta. Ga., the oner has not been identified. '
Howard Mills Company of Wlc'nlta,
Kans., the Farmers Mechanics and CASTRO CANT RECOVER
Shippers Club of Pratt, Kans,, and
8AY HIS PHYSICIAN
the Territory of Oklahoma, and they
WIlllmBtad, Island of Curacao, Not.
proceed against sixteen railroad com- 13. The latest advices here from
panies complaining that they have Caracas confirm the nrevloua rnnorta.
been Illegally treated hy all the rail- that President Castro's Illness Is ap- roads In Oklahoma.
Shipment of proacning tne climax end tuat his
wheat to Galveston, Texas, is one of physicians believe it Impossible for
tho chief matters of complaint.
him to recover. ,
Trana-Bailkall-

,

"

Spelter,
St. Louis, Nor. J3. Spelter
;C35..

firm

GEMS

PUZZLE OFFICIALS
A committee
E
of experts Is sitting here today to ap
praise tne value or imitation gem
which have of late been flooding the
SESSION AT PHIL
market. New kinds of emeralds and
sapphires have made tlwlr appearance
and the products, while artificial, are
the same in composition and properties
ADELPHIA
as tne natural stones that are simulat
ed. The bogus stone have been ai- praised on the 20 per cent basis but
the importers claim this xhotild be rePhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 13. The
duced to 10 per cent.
Divorce Congress opene4 its proceedings here today. Judge Staake, the
IMPENDING FAMINE IN
secretary, announced that he had reNORTHERN CHINA.
communications from promiLondon, Nov. 13. The condition of ceived
nent men all ovtr the country hoping
affairs in Northern China has not been that the draft
bill which would
exaggerated as ten million natives are be submitted toof themeeting
the
would be
on the brink of starvation. A cousulor approved of
adopted
by congress.
report made public here today state Delegates to and
the number of 700 from
mat tne autnorities are trying to pre- 41 states In the Union
were In attend
vent, an exodus of people from north ance
In the Clover Room of the
Kiangsu and Peeling, but are taking
hotel when proceedings
no steps to nrovlde them with fond, im commenced. The
principal speakers
present
to the
the disorders are slight were Governor Samuel W. Pennypack- .
It
Is
but
feared they will become
r, who has taken a very active Inter
est in tho movement; Bishop W. C.
uoaue or Albany; tlio Rev. W. H.
J. W. GATES TO BUILD
Bishop A. W. Wilson, and
THEATRE IN PARIS. Roberts;
Paris, Nov. 13. It was definitely an- Francis Lynde Stetson, of the lnter- conference. The object or the
nounced here today that John W. cburcu
congress
Pen- Gates and other Americans are about nypacker asIs stated by Governor
to secure uniformity In
to build a theatre on the old circus
divorce laws of the states and In
site in the Champs Elysce. it Is stat-t- the
practice of their courts in dealing
hat the new theatre will bo run the
in opposition to the Folles Marlguy, with divorce cases. It is Intended by
one of the most consplclous theatres the congress to recommend legislation
in the Champs Elysee where Knglish, to this end. It will agree upon its
and these should imAmericans and French flock all suni-ii- recommendations
mediately be adopted by the legislar long.
tures or the various states without
any unnecessary delay, as well as by
ARRIVAL OF FAMOUS
SINGERS IN AMERICA. the judicial tribunals. Bishop Wilson
pointed out the evils arising from the
New York, Nov. 13. Mis
Farrar arrived here today from Ber- great diversity In our divorce laws and
lin after making a farewell appearance tlie necessity for immediately remedy
before the Crown Prince and Prin- ing them. He explained that as maicess at Potsdam in the opera lers now stand It Is possible to obtain
"Manon."
The princess presented divorces much too easily and freMiss Karrar with signed portraits or quently without any adequate notice.
herself and the prince added a bcautl-fi- ll People who are recognized as being
umbrella with a lapis lazuli handle. divorced in one state are held lo bo
still married in another and, as a reSigner Caruo hag also arrived.
sult, much injury Is done to innocent
CANOE
INTERNATIONAL
partks. Grounds for severing the marCONTESTS IN ENGLAND. riage tie In one state are held Insufli-(ieLondon, Nov. 13. Five natitrns will
in another, while the decisions
be represented in the race for tne in- of the federal courts differ, from those
ternational canoo trophy to be run uu. in some of the state tribunals upon
der the auspices or the Royal Canoe this subjiK-t- .
Tho law association of
Club or KKlund iu Langsdon harbor. Philadelphia has anuounoed thut ail
Helglum, France, Austria and Italy delegates can have access to their
will send canoeists and a cable was library. The draft of the uniformity
received today to the effect that Chas. divorce luw has been prepared and ui
Burgess of Winrhewter, Mass., will numerous fectlons we.e discussed
compete.
New

THE
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REBEL LEADEft Fights'
GOVERNMENT TROOPS
Carascas, Venz.; Nov. 13. me rebel leader Montilla Is again in arms
and has twice defeated the government troops. Serious disturbances
d
in case of Castro's death.
COST OF PRODUcInQ
iFARM PRODUCTS.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Bulletin No. 48 of the bureau of statist)
United States department of agriculture entitled "Cost of Producing Farm
Products" hy Wlllet M. Hayes and Edward C. Parker which Is ready for
will deal particularly wttu Minnesota field crops. It is designed to.
show, however, by example, how the
cost of producing a crop in any part
or the country may be accurately
Itemized and recorded. Investigation
upon which the report is based wereconducted by the Minnesota agricultural experiment station in
with the bureau ot statistics. A
large number or farmers have also giv"
en valuable assistance bv takinz note
of money spent in implements, seeds,
and other materials, wages or farm
hands, time spent In the various klnda
of farm labor, etc. Each day the fann
ers were vlsitd by persons engaged
in tne investigation and gave an ac
curate account of the operations for
the day before aad In this way tho
figures obtained represent the work
of practical farmers who are actually producing crops for profit. The
crops studied Include, corn, flax, hay
or several kinds, mangels, millet, oats,
potatoes, rye and wheat. The firms
In each county are grouped together
and the figures given are the average
or all farms In the group. The float
figure or total, is the cost per acre
of barley being $.13 for Rice county,
$8.51 for Lyon county, anil $G 41 for
Norman county. For one very extensive farm in northwestern Minnesota
the cost of $5.97. After giving tan
statistics the bulletin will proceed to
show now several problems in farai
management can be solved and will
contain Interesting
and instructive
photographs showing how farm lundh
can be scientifically managod with
good profit. The bulletin ran be obtained from the superintendent
of
docuimnts. Government Printing Ofare-feare-

Issue

-

fice.

CENSUS BUREAU
OFFICIAL IN TEXAS
Houston, Tex., Nov. 13 J. A. Dial.
special agent of the United States cea'
fctis bureau, is visiting this state gath-erla- g
statistic for the department of
commerce and labor which are to bo
used for comparative purposes and for
general Information. Only such citWs
as have
population of 30,000 or over
will be Included iu the report.
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determlacd, vacant rooms, If any, will
be used for such patients as may ap-

Weekly ky

hospital hoard, and has
Tke Qtizea Publishing Company the
untiring worker in behalf

one-yea-

OfnlI

r

The Attention
of people needing medicine,

by

keeping neat, clean,
drug store.

RESERV E

II SPLENDID

We hold their patronage

JUSTIN HEAD, INDIAN

In Most Excellent Condition.
Valuable Timber Lands Contain Much Lumber.
Bouquets are handed to Forest Supervisor Leon F. Kneipp and his
subordinates on the Jemez nnd Pecos
river forest reserves by Frank J.
Phillips, an expert forester connected
with the bureau of foresly at Wash-inKtoD. C. .Mr. Phillips recently
finished a tour of inspection of the
Jemez reserve Bud was unstinted in
Ms praise of its careful management.
He found everythlns in Rood condition, and was especially pleased to
ote the splendid shape of the ranges.
He went from Santa Fe on a similar
mission to the Lincoln forest reserve,
and while on that trip is making his
headquarters temporarily at Capitan.
Mr. Phillips spent several weeks in
Roing throiiKh the .lemes forest reserve.
He traveled on horseback
from one district to another, making
notes of the surroundings as he went.
His observations and suggestions will
be compiled in the form of a report
when his inspection for the season is
ended.
Close, Careful Scrutiny of Conditions.
Mr. Phillips wishes to Impress It
upon the minds of the people that
forest reserves are of great, benefit
instead of hei:ig a detriment, as many
re supposed to believe. He gives the
reasons why in an interesting interview, in which he also points out the
tig government forest near here:
"The Jemez forest reserve was es-- '
labllshed to serve as a permannt
Umber supply and secondary for its
great protective value to soil and
wter supply. From both of these
standpoints it Is one of the best forest reserves in the United States and
nder the conservative management
of the forest service will prove of the
greatest possible benefit to New Mexico since the policy of the forest reserve Is one of conservative utilization rather than restriction.
The
United States as a whole has suffered
more from its forest firest and timber
trespass than any other country on
the globe, and every day the forest reserve organizations throughout the
west are giving striking examples of
the benefit resulting from careful
managing rather than butchering our

forests.

Merchantable

Timber on Jemez Reserve.
"The Jemez reserve is estimated to
2.675,000,000
contain
feet of merchantable timber and 145,000,000 feet of
timber. Nearly one.
half the reserve is available for grazing to at least some extent and portions of the reserve constitute the
teat grazing lands in the territory.
The region will always mean an
factor In supplying a definite
supply of forage to live stock owners,
Wad it Is to the mutual benefit of
stockowners and ranchers to prevent
over grazing aud the subsequent deterioration in water supply.
"No watersheds of direct importance to cities and in need of forest
planting exist in the Jemez forest reserve. There is, however, nearly fifty
Motions of land ou slopes north of
Tusas and In the region surrounding
4a.njilon, and anything done to increase the water supply throughout
the growing season or to prevent deterioration of site will work a material benefit. Practically all of the area
in both these localities has at one
time supported dense forest growth
and It is the policy of the forest service to replant these areas as soon as
possible. AlMt of this work will undoubtedly be performed by u technically trained man, with the assistance
of the forest rangers ami a body of
common laborers.
Efficient Body of Forest Rangers.
"The men Supervisor
F.
Kneipp has selected in both the
Jemez and Pecos river reserves are
.as efficient a body of forest raiwrs
as can be found anywhere in the
United States. They are not only capable or withstanding the rigors ol
ranger life, but are well trained in
their duties and are willing workers.
Incidentally It is a fitting compliment
to Mr. Kneipp that alSthe range
are enthusiastic In their regard for
him and his manner of carrying out
the reserve administration."
U-o-
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HOSPITAL
OPENED

SATURDAY

AT JEROME AND EXPRESSES
SORROW FOR BLOODY
CRIMES.

Highland

NO

Pharmacy

MONEY to LOAN

$8

r
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No woman's happl
nes can be comple'a
without children ; it
ii her nature to love
and want the in
as much so us it is
f ffiy to love the he.ui- titul ana pure.
The crit ic:il ordcul thromrh whit-l- i
Avn..t ...r ....ttlmp must ivkc
however, is go fraught with dread, pain, suffering and djtiiier, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension an horror. There U J"J
necessity for the reproduction i,f life to beeiiher liul'ul or d interim-- .
The use of Mother's
so prepares the tystem lor the on n in:; event
mat it it bjteiy passed without any djnjrtsr. Thisredt and wmdenul
icmeuy
always
externally, and
nag carried thousands
of women throiiiih the
trying crisis without suffering.

The Miners" hospital, one of t ho
finest Institutions of the teritory was
opeued to the public last Saturday
under very propitious circumstances.
The building, which is of pressed
brick, three stories, isti height was built
by appropit Ions' of; the
territorial
legislature at a' an4 of almost twenty
thousand dollars, and the furnishings
have cost over two thousand dollars
wore. The liosidtal grounds, which
comprise ten acres, were uonated by
the Maxwell laud grant company,
and constitute a beautiful public
build inu; vite
The vrounds adjoin
the city of Raton on the south, and
d
nestle close to the bills, overlooking the nit nas away to the east and
south.
grounds
The
are being
beautified ami will be handsomely
kept.
There are a number of eligible
Nfiul fnr ft.) r ..I: rt, uiitir ,r ititortLMtloB uf
waiting for admission to thu
It .;! t.,4.'.:!t uto'.bt-rahospital at present, and as soon as priCeltt v
Tat
j Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Bradfltl
are
admitted and the number
these

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

house work. Apply Miss Bnldrldge, On Furnltur. Pianos, Organs, Horses,
108 South
o.
Wagons and other Chattels; lso on
WANTED! Ii'lp rurais'iien" and em- SALARIES AND "WAREHOUSE! REployment of all kinds secured CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high at
promptly. Call on, write or phone $200. Loans are quickly made and
Oolbtirn's Employment agency. 109 strictly prlrate. Time:
On
mcnU
west Sliver avenue, auto rnnnnziu to one year given. Goods remain In
WANTED
Ueutleinen's secondhand your possession. Our rates are reasonclothing. No. 515 South First street, able. Call and see us before borrowaouth of viaduct. Scnu address and ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED A competent clerk, must Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
speak English and Spanish and
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BIdg.
come well recommended. Corres315 West Railroad Ave.
Neustadt, Los
pond with Simon
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
1. units.
,
Opin Evenings.
WANTED To Hade bouse and two
lots on South Second St., No. 724,
for property in Long Deach, Cal. Address John Krick, 431 East Second
street. Long lteach, California.
W1ANT ED
or gentleman, with
some ability, for a good business position; salary from $12 to $18 per
MODERN
HOUSE IN
week, and chance for advancement. FIVE-ROOAddreHB "M," care Evening Cltlsen.
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BARGAIN THIS WEEK.
FOR Rfc.tT.
furnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close In. No. 108
John street.
Foil RENT Hrlck house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
110 West Gold Ave.
Inquire Citizen office.
FOKRENT Furnished room, for one
or two gentlemen, near car line. 7uD
West Roma avenue.
SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY
FOH KENT Pleasant, airy,
rooms for housekeeping. f24
REAL ESTATE
West Railroad avenue. Inquire at
FIRE INSURANCE
rear.
AND LOANS
cottage, furFOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten 215 W. GOLD AV. ALBUQUERQUE
minutes' walk from street car line.
FOR RENT T wo f urnl slied rooms
CARDS
for light housekeeping. Mrs. H. E. PROFESSIONAL
Rutherford, 617 South Broadway.
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
LAWYERS.
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
Town postofflee.
Irs M. Bono.
FORRENT PleasantTairy, welRu
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
rooms,
Improvewith modern
nished
N. W., Washington. D. C. Pensions,
ments. Apply at store, 022 East lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
Marquette avenue, corner of north letter patents, trade marks, claims.
Broadway.
R. W. D. Bryan.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerrly
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerfurnished rooms, with bath and que, N. M. Oflice, First National
electric light. C19 North Second Bank building.
street.
E. W. Dobso
FOR RE.sT Apart incuts in Par
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-wel- l
View terrrce,
eight rooms each;
block. AM.uquerque, N. M.
steam heated, and all other modern
DENTISTS.
conveniences. II. H. Tilton, room l'J,
Orant Block.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
y
FOR RENT A six room
Dental Surgeon.
brick house, corner of Seventh
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnette Building,
street and Tijeraa avenue. Inquire over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
at. Lonimori & Mattenccl, C24 West 'phone 238. Appointments
made by
Tijerns avenue.
vail.
TOR RENT Nirely furnistied rooms,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
11.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 60c
No. 306 Railrotid avenue.
Office
per night. Alo rooms for light hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. in.; 1:30
housei;eep;ng.
The Minneapolis p. m. to 5 p. m. Both pnones. ApHouse, 024 South Second street, pointments made by mall.
Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. D. E. WILSON
Dentist.
TOR SALE.
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
f arm "thVbeat
FORS
BUlg., Cor.
Railroad
avenue
and
farm In Bernalillo county. Chas. Broadway,
Albuquerque, N. M. OfE. decider.
8
fice hours, to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
FOR SALE rine piano, nearly new. Colo. Phone, 129.
315 S. Third street.
PHYSICIANS.
FUR S A CEETe g a n i Kn a be p i a uo
L'an sis soutn Broadway
Drl. R. L. HUST.
FOR SALE All the furniture of a
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo BIdg.
four-roohouse, nearly new, in
Tuberculosis
treated with
good condition. 209 North Arno.
Current and
Electrical
FOR SALE 500 head of mixed cat- Germicide. Treatments given each
tle. Good stock and all fat. Ad- day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
dress J. W. Bennett, Houck, Ariz.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SaLE Iots 3 and 4. block 20,
Eastern addition; level, no water Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
courses, wind break to east. Jn
BORDERS.
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N. Commercial A. Club
Building. Black
Broadway.
and White Hearse, $5.
FOR SALE At a sacrifice, if taken at
ARCHITECTS.
once, a nine-roobrick
house; bath, cellar, cement walks.
,
F.
Room
Spencer.
W.
Barnett
Address P. O. Box 218 city.
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
house, 'hones.
FOR
SALE Fourteen-roofurnished or unfurnished, electric
light, city water. U15 S. Third St.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
J. R. Farwell.
FOR SALE (leueral
merchandise
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
liusincss on the El Paso and Southwestern In eastern New Mexico.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
Thos. K." D. Maddlson.
for right party. Can exOffice with W. B. Cbilders, 117 West
plain good reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- Gold avenue.
dress inquiries to this 'pa.per.
In Time of Peace.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis house
In the first months of the Russian-Japaneon five years terms. 44 rooms, all
war we had a striking exfurnished and in first class repair. ample of the necessity for preparation
payIncome $200 per month; best
and the early advantage of those who,
ing property In Albuquerque; must so to speak, "have shingled
their roofs
away.
Call in dry weather." The
be sold, parties going
or prepor address C. D. Ward, the Minne- aration has made historyvirtue
given
to
and
apolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
us our greatest men. The individual
FOR SALE Nearly"
as well as the nation should be pretents, pared for any emergency. Are you
and tables, porcn settees,
camp blankets, prepared to successfully conibat the
cots, mattresses,
sheets, pillows, kitchen cabinet, first cold you take? A cold can be
range, fine sets of dishes, silver- cured much more quickly when treatware, etc. In use two months only ed as soon as it nus been contracted
at mountain summer resort. On snle and before it has become settled in
Cough
Thursday to Saturday in vacant the system.
Chamberlain's
store at 207 Kast Railroad avenue, Remedy Is famous for its cures of
colds and k should bo kept at hand
east of Halm's coal ofllce.
JJ,a.
FOR SALE Rancn.
R. Kelley ready lor Instant use. For sale by all
and sons having sold all their 6tock drugglsls.
are now offering their fine stock
If you want results in advertising,
ranch for sale. It Is the best Im- tr- - an Evening
Citizen want ad.
proved rancn In the country. lias
two good wells, one of them has
Cut this out and take It to any drug
uiiiilmill and surface tank. It is an store and get n free sample of Chamideal sheep range. Postofflee, Datil, berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- For biliousness and constipation they
ty miles west of Datll.
i'
arc uncqualcd. 'I hey Improve tno
itc, strengthen the digestion aud
PERSONAL.
regulate the liver and bowels.
SOUTHERN
GIRLS lire the most
beautiful in the world. Get next,
Cheapest accident Insurance Dr.
boys, and join our correspondence
Stops the
club. Write us for particulars. The Thomns' Kclectric Oil.
pain and heals the wound. All drtiK-Dixie club, P. O. box KiU, Chattagists Sell It.
nooga. Tenn.
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Ql

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Ql

OBSffiSSGS

Extends to Depositors Erery Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

'

1
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13, 1906.

m

special dispatch from Jerome,
Arizona, dated November 10, says
Railroad Avenue and Broadway
Justin Head, the Indian who murder-e.l five otlur Indians and a squaw on
the Verde came into Jerome Saturday
morzing and gave himself up to the
local authorities. The man was almost SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
exhausted and was bleeding from a
sciu-of wounds made: in his mad
flight through the woods and over the Full Set of Teeth
Geld Crowns
v..$C
mountains. His flesh from head to Gold Filling
$1.50 up
foot is one solid mass of cuts and Painless Extracting
50c
bruises and at the time of his surrender be was half famished from
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARwant of, food and water.
ANTEED.
Aft-Head's wounds had been attended to and he had been given food
and drink he talked quite freely to
the officers and told of the killings In
detail In a matter-of-fac- t
manner
showing absolutely no feeling.
The quarrel that led up to the first,
murder occurred on the upper Verdo
COPP.
at Cottonwood and was over a squaw. ROOM 12. N.B.T.F.ARMIJO
BUILDING.
Head said he then went about thirty
miles down the Verde where he killWashington, D. C, Nov. 9, 1906.
ed the other four Indians and the
The resolutions favoring the restorsquaw in protecting
himself from
ation of the army canteen for the sale
capture.
In addition to the above he shot an- of beer and light wines to soldiers unother Indian shattering his arm at the der proper restrictions, unanimously
elbow and fired a shot at a squaw adopted by Advance Tent, Indepenwho was holding a papoose in her dent Order of Rechabites, of L..s city,
arms l he bullet passing between the perhaps the oldest temperance organization In the world, have aroused
woman and child.
t he
man seems completely cowed Kit-ti- l
interest iu temperance circles.
Many members of this order are
and begs the officers to protect him
f!rom the Indians whom he fears will men who have served in the army,
kill him. He expresses
no sorow know all about thGsevil effects of exwhatever over the bloody deeds, his cessive drinking from personal expert"
only feeling apparently being one of lence, and they realize that the aboli
tion of the canteen Is responsible for
fear for hi.s own safety.
among
the increase of drunkenness
soldiers.
$100 Reward, $100.
Under present conditions, the soldThe readers of this prtper will be pleased to learn that there Is at least one ier drinks at low resorts on the outdreaded disease that science han been skirts of army posts, without any reable to cure In all Its stages, and that strictions whatever. Wltli the canteen,
in Catarrh.
Hall s Catarrh Cure is the
only positive cure now known to the as advocated by the Rechabites, he
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con- will drink under government superstitutional disease, requires a constitu- vision and restrictions, under which
tional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure J
taken Internally, sotlng- - directly upon the overindulgence Is .impossible.
Ulood and mucous surfaces of the sysIn addition, the Rechabites propose
tem, thereby destroying-- the foundation
the
of the disease, and giving the patient that the government, in framing
law, should discriminate
strength by building up the constitution canteen
and assisting nature In doing Its work. strongly in favor of beer, which has
The proprietors have so much faith In Ha a very
small percentage of alcohol,
curative powers that they oner One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It and light wines. It Is believed that the
falls to cure. Bend for list of testi- soHller will be satisfied with these
monials. Address:
beverages obtained under favorable
K J. CHUNKY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by IruRKlKtn. 7So.
conditions, and that he will be less
Take Hull's Family rills for constipa- likely to indulge in vile and ardeut
tion.
liquors than at present.
This action of the Rechabites has
the support of army officers and military organizations. The Spanish war
veterans at their recent convention
BUYS
PATENT here, unanimously directed Its legislative committee to press congress for
the restoration of the canteen.
The Rechabites maintain that by
FOR MAKING CRUDE ARTICLE-N- EW
making
it possible for soldiers to obSAN-FFOR
INDUSTRY
tain such comparatively harmless liqMAY RESULT.
uors as beer and light wines under
government regulations, the cause of
According to official informatiou
from the United States patent true temperance will be better upheld
office the Western Patent Crude Rub- than by driving them to low resorts
ber company of Santa Fe, has beyond the government reservations.
bought of Benjamin F. Spencer, of
PROPOSALS FOR FOUR BRICK
Denver, his latest patent. No. 834,-76Department of the Inwhich was granted last Wednes- BUILDINGS.
terior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washday.
The pattnt Is for a sew article of ington, D. C, Oct. 29, 190G. Sealed proposals, plainly marked en the outside
manufacture,
a plastic rubber-likgum consisting essentially of gummy of the sealed envelope "Proposals for
particles contulned In a plant known Brick Buildings, Santa Fe, New Mexto liotanlsts as fiorebunda utilis, ico," and addressed to the Commiswhich can be separated and agglomer- sioner of Indian Affairs, Washington,
received at the Indian
ated. It is Insoluble. In water, but D. C., will be
Boluble in light hydrocarbon, like ofllce until 2 o'clock p. m. of December 3, 1906, for furnishing and delivgasoline, benzine, etc.
No consider-atieering the necessary materials and lafor the sale is stated.
bor required to construct and comThe members of the Western Pat- plete a
nnd a mess ball nnd
ent Crude Rubber company are prin- bakery, dormitory,
plumbing,
cipally residents of Santa Fe. I. steam both of brick with
heat and electric lighting, also
Sparks is president of the organization, and Harvie S. DuVal is secre-tar- an addition to the brick wari'house
and a brick bath house, both with electric lighting, all at the Santa Fe
school, New Mexico, in strict accordA Year of Blood.
The ytar VJ03 will long be remem- ance with plans, specifications and Inbered In the home of F. X. Tacket of structions to bidders which may be
Alliance, Ky.. as a year of blood; examined nt this office, the offices of
mcn noweu so copiously from Mr. the "Improvement Bulletin," MinnelacKet s lungs tnat death seemed verv apolis, Minn.; "American Contractor,"
Chlcaxo, 111.; "Citizen," Albuquerque,
Hoar. He writes: "Severe hlcedin
from the lungs and a frightful cough New Mex.; "New Mexican, " Santa Fe,
had brought me at death's donr, wueu New Mex.; the Evening Herald,"
Colo.; the Builders and TradI began taking Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption, with the as- crs Exchanges at Omaha, Neb.; Mil- tonishing result that after taking four wairUe, Wis.; St. Paul, Minn.; Minmimes l was complete y restored nnd neapolis, Minn.; the Northwestern
as tiin
has proven pennmenily .Manufacturers' association, St. Paul;
(iuurantrcd
cured.
nr sore lungs, the U. S. Indian Warehouse, at Chicoughs and colds, ;it all druggists. cago, St. Louis, Omaha and New York,
i rice oi cents un, il.
Trial bottle and at the school. For further inforfree.
mation apply to Clinton J. Cramlall,
superintendent, Santa Fe, New MexiAsk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM co, c. F. I.arrabeo, artln; commisBREAD and take no other.
sioner.
A

up-plie-

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

FOR SALE

By supplying them promptly, accurately, and at a fair price,
with the best of everything in

our line.

RANGE

WANTED.
A girl tor general house
work. 220 North Ninth street
WANTED
woman
for general
A

VVANTKI
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

ply.

Mrs. J. Van Houten Is president of
proven an
of the InDr. A. K. Stretcher is seclal NMUthrtiiKnWn thraoch tk stitution.
retary and treasurer and has been a
member ever since tho oganlzatlon,
having been a
member ana
asslstfd In the selection of the site.
Dr. Slelcher was later appointed to
serve a five year term, and Is a valuable member of the board. M. M.
member of
of Bernalillo Count? White, of Folsom, anothervery
active
the board, has taken a
ad City of Albuquerque,.
Interest In the welfare of the hospifnn AftaniiM Dlipt:)x.
tal. C. A. Tnmme, of Las Vegas, is
larprt City mA County Circuit!!.
also an energetic worker for the
TlM Urcnt Nw Mink. Circulation.
good of the institution.
O. I). I.yon,
Llrrnl Northwn Arizona ClrculatiM. of Raton, has been a member of tbo
board for some time having been appointed by Governor Otero and has
been of much service in the fitting
up of the building.
The Institution Is In charge of Ir.
T. H. Hart as physician.
illy m

CITIZEN.

EVElHNa

POR TERFIELD CO.

and

Solicit

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

8lomon Luna, Presloent: W. S. Strlekler, V. P. and CashierJohMon, . sst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,

A. MONTOYA

won

:una,

A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot. O. E.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. T0PEKA

&

Cro-awel-

f
W

-

Solo- -'

J'

J.

SANTA FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

OrriCKRH AND DIKECTOK9
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKBB
R. A. FROST
H. F.

President
Vice" President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

.

RAYNOLDS

U. 8. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

two-stor-

Q

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

ALE-leckler'- g

.
.

.

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Loxes for Rent Drafts Issued on all parts

o

the Wprit

".

We Want Your

Banking Business

y

two-stor-

DIRECTORS

Wra. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. ijtrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. wlarron.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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i

ap-p-

Sells More of Chamberlain's
Ct.gh
Remedy Than of All Others

KILL the COUGH

Put Together.
Mr. Thos. George, a merchant at Mt.
Elgin, Ontario, says: "I have had the
I'ical agency for Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ever since it was introduced
into Canada, and I sell as much of it
s I do of all other lines I havo on
piy shelves put together. Of the many
'in, us sold under guarantee, I have
iioi bail one bottle returned.
I can
personally recommend this medicine
as
have used it myself and Riven It
to my children and always with the
best results. " Fur sale i,y ail drug-

and

"! Mines.
A

Citizen .Viit ad doe

the
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest-
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FOR TALE BY S. VANN & SON.
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ALBUQUERQUE. N.
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BALDRIDGE

OEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo,.s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNU PAPER Always in stock, plaster. Lime. Cement. Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHER.UAN-WILLIAM-

THE

Third and Marquettt

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.Unt-

.
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oi-i.-

0
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0

0
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Both Phone

.v I 'iKim- -' Imliun I'lle
wtM I'uif mind.
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SCREEN DOORS

Vil

usir.

l
il

1873.

Gentral Building Supplies

Pries
60c $100
OLDS
free Trial.
tor all
Cur
Bureat anti ttuickeat
THROAT and LUNO TROUB-XJ- 3,
or MONEY BACK.

SOr.

ESTABLISHED

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

0NSUMPTI0N
OUGHSane!

I
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Now Discovery

o

lleandry of Boston is tu- !;n. st
student to enroll at I he. School of
Wines at Socorro. Mr. Beaudry is an
ml, m at W.st Point :iud lias
since liecn a member of the city cngl-Ieriiij. corps - Host m. lie is. there-line- ,
well tilled to und rtake the
technical work at 1'ic School
S.

Dr. King's

WITH

gists.
l

CURE the LUNGS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Lumber, Glass, Cemsnt and Rax FlinlkoJa

First and Marquette

Rmfhj

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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ministration."
It is difficult to figure
Just why the politicians object to the
A
Roosevelt iitvle of gprne, but one of
Is that
their snmnds ofcomplalnt
. .
..
when re docs "sit ia" he either plays
a lone hand or doubles up with some
outsider. Instead of being regular and
are right
is right
taking the "lys" into hi confidence.
It is a Idle and profitless thing
;
just now, however, to speculate on
The belief
presidential possibilities.
Is firmly grounded that the success
or Mr. Hearst in," New York would
have resulted in a strong demand that
Thett
President. Roosevelt wipe out all past
need not
Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
declarations and personal Incllnatloas
be a colJ
and place himself at the. disposal of
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please' You
other hand, by the John F. Hawkes. of Ash Fork.
room in th
He Favors John Sharp Wi- his party. On the
victory of Mr. Hughes in the guber-natlonown
house
if
struggle, the political sltua- In Los Angeles and Re- lliams as Next Democrat
a PERFECTION Oil
is simply restored to normal contloa
'
All Kinds of
Heater. This b an oil
and Catalogue
ditions and things can take their usual
fuses to Talk.
Presidential Candidate.
neater that fives tatlac'ion
course. Any of the
aspir
ants for the 1908 nomination mny
intense
ever ved. Produc:
now reasonably regard himself as the
beat without smoke or smell fctciust ft is
John F. Hawkes, of Ash Fork, is at
OUTLliOF
logical candidate, and It will be large- the California hospital in los AngeLIFE
BRIEF
equipped wilh imokclesi device r. trouble,
ly a question of hustling for the dele- - les with a bullet wound in bis head.
no danger. Easily carried arour.d from room
lates.
Although the man is seriously hurt,
to roonu You cannot turn tne wick too high
anything
to
absolutely
tell
he refuses
OF SECRETARY GARFIELD
Smart Contractors Bit.
or too low. As easy and simple to care fur
For many years t'ncle Sam has been about himself, the nature of the difa a lamp. The
rrgarded ns easy picking for contract ficulty in which he was Injured or'
ors, and there is not lacking evidence the name of the man who fired the
killed
which
shot
almost
him.
New Yrk Election Opens Way For tnat tne supposition was well found
When seen at the hospital in Ixjs
ed. Hut fcven contractors will over
bandagAny Republican Presidential
reach themselves now and then, nd Angeles .the man's head was up
ed, but ho was able to sit
and
(Equipped wim Smokeless Device.)
the
day
postoffice
departother
the
Candidate Nominated.
ment furnished a case ia point. At talk.
name
was
Is
ornament
to the home. It is maete In two finUif j nickel
He
his
admittet dthat
an
the last session of congress an apBras oil fount beautifully emboli Holds
Hawkes; that his home is in Ash
nd japan.
propriation
extending
was
made
for
SpeciaJ Correspondence.
4 quarts of oil and burns 9 hours. Every heater warranted.
maintaining the pneumatic mall Fork, but there he stopped short nnd
Waatalagton, Nov. 13 Hardly had land
Do not re taiUficd with anything but a rERFEGTIGN Oil Healer.
declined to continue the conversasystems
tune
York,
in
New
Boston,
If you cannot get Heater or information (rem ycur dealer write
the retarns disclosed the defeat of Philadelphia, Chicago and St. Louis, tion.
Mr. Heirnt for governor of New York
to nearest agency for descriptive circular.
The house surgeon said he knew
the installation of new plants in nothing
than democrats in Washington bpgan and
of the case except that the
KanBaltimore,
rittsburg,
Cincinnati,
to talk of presidential cnadldates. It sas Cily. and San Francisco. The de- man came to Los Angeles Saturday
makes the home
was thought the New York election partment
bright. Is the safest
bids on loth propo- for treatment, and he understood he
would clarify the Ritual Ion, but u sitions andInvited
came
Aria.
from Ash Fork.
and best lamp for
they were opened the othhasn't. There doesn't seem to be any er day. Officials
His injuries consisted of a gunshot
household use. Gives a clear, steady liiht. hittcd
were not. a little surmore wianlmlty of opinion mow than prised when it developed
of
brass throughout and
the head. The bullet had
with latest improved burner. Made
that not a wound Inia front
when Mr. Hearst's vigorous campaign single bid had been
above the eye, glanced
nickel plated. Every lamp warranted. Suitable for library,
for the struck
reeled
had the country by the ears.
your
dealer's
If
on
not
at
dining room or parlor.
write to nearest
the frontal bono and passed around
of plants la the cities that
Mr. Bryan, of course, is still the installation
agency.
now have no pneumatic tubes. A lit- under the scalp to the back of the
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
most talked of, but there' isn't that tle
lodging
at the base of the brain.
investigation disclosed that head,
agrecnwit among democrats as to his the quiet
The Burgeon did not think the pacontractors had proceeded on the
availability which his friends had hop- theory
tient was in any serious condition,
that if they did not bid oa the though
ed would follow the election. Oomj new work
it was possible complications
appropriation
the
entire
on the keels of his failure to secure would be
might arise. He had understood the
in
tne
cities
used
the
where
the election of a democratic house of tubes already have been installed, thooting was accidental.
representatives,
comes
Chairman
AngeAt the Santa Fe depot In
that later on there would be a new
...PUBLISHED
Grlgga of the democratic congres- and
les one of the trainment on the train
larger
appropriation
and
new
for
the
sional committee, with a declaration cities. The department officials, how- on which Hawkes came to Los Ania favor of the nomination of John ever, did not take this view of it. geles was found.
Sharp Williams in 1908.
The man said that Hawkes talked
saw how the wind was
When
"I an for Williams," the Georgia blowingthey
they anaounced that the share quite freely about the trouble coming
statesman declases, "regardless of the of
the appropriation intended for t'ne over.
Albuquerque,
Mexico
supposition that a southern man can- Installation
From his conversation it was gathof new plants would be
not, be elected. It Is evident that, alman was shot in a saered
that
the
segregated,
probabilities
are
and
the
though democratic principles are ac- the government will install
new loon brawl by a man named' John Focepted ad put in force by a repub- plants itself without calling the
upon the ley, a deputy sheriff and saloonkeeper
lican administration, the democratic contractors for any help. The
con- at Ash Fork.
party as sow organized cannot get the
Hawkes, who, this man said, Is a
are inclined to feel that Uncle
otfies. After this I am a democrat. tractors
Sam has used them badly in thus heat- gambler, and Foley were warm
with a profix a southern democrating them at their owa game.
friends.
one wh will advocate the nomination
The men at first engaged in a
of a candidate for the presidency who
friendly scuffle, but Hawkes , prved
win please the southern democrts. If
the stronger of the two and was getthe norTh Intends to continue to punting the best of it, when Foley, who
ish ns for the sins of our fathers, I
la a man of violent temper, became
""
V
,
am in favor of accepting the vernict
IE
ungered and shot at Hawkes, the bul- m I V
now, and acting aeordingly."
let taking effect under the eye.
Hawkes fell to the floor and at first
it was thought he had been killed, but
'Garfield's Promotion.
as soon as it was ascertained that the
Tuero is jubilation among tlie friends
man was not mortally wounded, he
of James Rudolph Garfield. When
was put on the train and sent to Los
changes la the cabinet wero announcAngeles for treatment.
ed shortly before election and the
The railroad man said the affair had
name of Garfield did not. appear, there
been hushed up at Ash Fork, as Foley
was a feeling among his friends that
Is a man of influence there and there
the commissioner of corporations had
had been no arrest.
not beea fairly treated. He had told
them, eone time before, that he was
Mrs. Bambini, ac
er parlors, No.
to enter tie cabinet, and it was under- Arizona Council Republican.
203 West Railroad avenue, la
1
prestood fcla portfolio was to be commerce
pared to give thorough scalp treatand labor. Mr. Garfield was not at
But the Lower House
MRS
WOOLSTON.
NOW
SARTORIS,
ROSEMARY
ment, do hair dressing, troC coma,
liberty to explain thai plans had been
The fam
Miss
Rosemary Sartorls, grand- Sartorls, an Englishman.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
changed and that he was to succeed
Democratic.
gives massage treatment and manicur- daughter of President Grant; has been ily lived in England, but since foer
Ethan Allen Hitchcock as secretary of
EVENago Mrs.
years
husband's
death a few
ing. Mrs. ltamblni'8 own preparation married in New York and of all the
interior. His friends, therefore, bad
Mrs.
Nellie Sartorls has spent the winter season
to do the best they could at guessing,
A statement issued Saturday
by of complexion cream builds up the relatives her mother,
in Washington and has lived la sumand their guess was that tlie presi- Chiarman J. P. Dillon, of the demo- skin and improves the complexion, Grant Sartorls, was the only one in the mer
in her country place near Coburg,
H.
bridegroom
was
The
Is
secret.
guaranteed
injurious.
leo.
and
not
to
be
dent had not kept faith.
cratic territorial committee, places the
Sue also urepares a hair tonic that Woolston. wlio is an architect in New Ont. Her daughter Vivian was mar
Tnero bad beea considerable com- majority for Mark Smith at 2,270.
ago to Fredment oa the fact that not since Robert
Dillon has received dependable re- cures and prevents dandruff and hair York and owns large orange groves ried there several years
Lincoln retired from the secretaryship turns 'from all parts of the territory, falling out; restores life to dead hair; in Florida. He is rlcn. They had been eric R. Scovel, of New York, and
of war in 1S85 had there been a son including Apache and Navajo, which removes moles, warts and superfluous engaged for eight months and the fact friends first learned of the union after
of a president in the cabinet. In fact, are among the hardest to obtain until hair. Also a face powder, a freckle was known to the relatives but the the marriage.
iH
letter did not anticipate an early marMr. Uarfleld is the only son of a presiMrs. Sartorls and three gentlemen,
several days after the election is over cure and pimple cure and pile cure. riage.
All of theje preparations are pureiy
dent who during recent years had and passes into history.
two of them friends of the bridegroom
l;een at all prominent in public life,
Even Gen. F. D. Grant, who Is were the oaly persons present at the
Cooper carried the counties
of vegetable compounds. Have Just adthough Gea. Fred Grant is making for Apache, Pima and Yuma,
ded a vibrator machine for treatment stationed at Governor's Island,
in Sartorls-Woolstowedding.
Miss
throe of
the
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. New York harbor, and his wife were Sartorls was Introduced into'soclety
Himself an enviable reputation as a counties in Arizona which cast the
soldier.
highest vote for jointure in Arizona. It is also used for rheumatism, pains not invited to the ceremony. They In Washington on her 18th blrenday,
The new .secretnry of the Interior His total majority in the three is and massage
learned of It soon afterward, and gavo November 30, 1898. Mr. Woolston is
o
a theater party in honor of the young 40 years old. After the honeymoon
is the second son of the late President C65.
,
Give" us your ROUGH DRY work, couple.
Garfield, and has always displayed a
the couple will go to Coburg aad in
Taking
figures of republicans
keea interest in public affairs. He was us well aathe
Mrs. Woolston 's mother was mar- the winter to the Woolston estate near
Dil- Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
democrats,
Chairman
born at Hiram, Ohio, and like his fath- lon says Smith carried the following Imperial Laundry Co.
ried in the white house to Algernon Hlbernia, Fla.
er and brother, Harry, attended Will- counties
by
majorities
the
named:
iam's college and later graduated
Mohave, 2D0; Coconino, 135; Nava. 10m tho Columbia
law school In New jo, 100; Yavapl, 385; Maricopa, 321;
York. Upon his admission to tlie bar Pinal, 40;
Gila, 350; Graham, 300;
:n 1!8, he entered into practice at
Santa Cruz, 170; Cochise, 884.
Cleveland.
To Cooper Dillon gives the followA decade ;io he served in the Ohio
PATRONS OF HUSBANDRS,
DENVER, COLO
counties by the majorities named:
legislature, and was a member of the ing
19v8(
NOV.
For above ocoailon tickets will t fold for on far,
Yuma, 115; Pima, 500; Apache, 60.
tommlttee- which exonerated the late alodl Idcarry
plus
$2.00
for
the
round
trip
to
Denver,
Pueblp- Colorado 8prlngs
ooueh TcoC
rpta.929
Marcus A. Hanna of the charge of
f ' November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December and
Cooper
10.
That
only
could
carry
190.
the
using improper iufiuences in securing
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNE80TA,
counties in which the Jolntista
his election 'to the United States sen- three
WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
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give
a
can
that
for round
them
ate. His entrance into the field of
trip. TlekeU on tale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 day.
any
cause
infor
elation
la
from
considered
national affairs was when President teresting. Every county
date
of
sale.
that express,
Roosevelt appointed him a nierulKr of
COMMERCIAL
CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY. M- Othe civil service commission, about ed itself against the union of the terYa23190?'.
?at 13075 for round trP- - Ticket, on aale Nov. 17
live years ago. When the bureau of ritories by a decisive vote gave Smith
18,
19
20.
Limit
and
of
tickets Nov. 28. TMe can be extended
corporation.-- ; came into existence, in a majority.
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of SI at time of depoaltuntil
Chairman Dillon concedes the counKeoruary, io.J. he wan appointed' its
There
two
are
ot
classes
of
remedies:
those
known
qualAM
ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY. MEXICO.
first commitftioner, and Iihh held the cil to the republicans, having heard
nRJrAUo8.4C.SALTH
ity and which are permanently beneficial in effect, acting
from all counties. They have counFor the above occasion round trip tickets will
lflce hinc e
be sold at rate of 142.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
gently, in harmony with nature, w hen n ature needs assistMr. GarritM is a trustee of Will- cilman from Yavapai, Apache, NavaL mlt 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars
ance; and another class, composed of preparations of
iam's college, and president of the jo, Yuma, Pima (with Santa Cruz),
and Horn
Vititora Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
Democratic
board of trustees of Lake Erie college, Graham and Coconino.
unknown, uncertain and inferior character, acting tempo- at Palaesville, Ohio. Unlike bis older members of the council are returned
T. T. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque
rarily, but injuriously, as a result of forcing the natural
brotuer Harry, "be has always had poli-t.e- from Mohave, Maropa, Gila, Pinal,
functions
Graham
of
most
One
of
unnecessarily.
the
exceptional
Cochise.
and
ambitions, and seven years ago
According to Dillon the democrats
the remediesof known quality an Je.xcelltnce Is the ever
thought seriously of becoming a canhave sixteen members of the lower
didate for governor oi w...o.
lilcaaniiL ovrun C)I r "S. m.lllll lCtlireil nv t IP I .n nrni:i
Hanna, at that time the hoiies and the republicans eight. On
Fig
Syrup Co.', which represents the active principle of
leader of tho republican organization a joint vote the democrats will have
plants, known to act most beneficially, in a pleasant t yrup,
r tie state, picked Judge George H. twenty-onand the republicans sixTHE SHORT LINE
in which the wholesome f!lifomi;in H
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as hla candidate, however, and teen. The organization of the council
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Garfield noon after announced himself will be republican and that of the astribute their rich, yet delicate, fruity flavor. It is the remedy
sembly democratic.
a candidate for congress in the twea-tietof all remedies to sweeten and refresh and ck anse the? system
district. After a spirited congently and naturally, and to assist one in overcoming constiEffective December 10,1905
Chapped Hands.
test, which became badly complicated
vVj.-!pation and the many ills resulting therefrom. Us active princii,iir hands with warm water,
i
before it Tided. Jacob A. Dcliller was
To
ples and quality are known to physicians generally, and the
nominated mid elected and is now dry v. i;h u ;owel and apply ChamberlEaetbound.
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and a speedy cure is certain. This
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P.c Open For All.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
ING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
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LOWER FREIGHT RATES

The Albuquerque Cltlsten, lu the coume of a strong
article pointing out the discriminating freight rates to
"New Mexico points and in favor of El I'aso and Colorado
points, caIIs upon the Commercial club of that city to
lake Immediate and vigorous action with a view to frowning better terms from the Santa Fe.
Already the
The suggestion Is an excellent one.

Is

Vegas hus taken the initiative
Commercial club of
In this matter and has dispatched strong resolutions to
the president of the Santa Ke company. accomplUh hut
But one commercial organization can
little. Here Is something that the business interests
as Vegas, Raton, Albuquerque, Socorro, Helen and Santa
Ve should get together on without delay. It may take
years to get results through the interstate commerce
In the meantime, the business Interests of New
Ut all possible pressure be
Mexico are suffering.
lirought directly to bear upon the Santa Ke officials. Let
n urgent and united appeal for fair and Just treatment
be made. If the various towns interested
heartily on this matter something can be none that will
be of Immediate benefit.
We heartily commend The Citizen's article and promise to do our part toward keeping this important matter
before the public. We have considerable doubt of th:
value of a territorial railway commission deriving its
The business men diauthority from the legislature.
rectly Interested in freight, can. If they will take the.
proper steps, accomplish more thnn any official commis-slonLas Vegas Optic.

BANKER CLEWS ON ELECTION
If
The result of the election fell flat on Wall street.
the aocialistic and discontented vote be eliminated, it
will be found that there still remains an immense vote,
especially In this city, eager to express Us disapproval of
the vari-juthe abuses of corporate management revealed in past
few
exposures of one kind or another during the
years. Ordinarily, politics do not enter Into stock market operations for any protracted length of times. The
present, however, may prove an exception; for It Is plain
that a very large majority of the active voters In this
state (New York) are apparently Intent upon rebuking
what they claim U be the arrogant abuse's of the money
power.
This spirit of opposition has evidently been thorough.
Jy aroused, and there Is no mistake as to its determination to have results. It is sure also to express itself in
a good deal of hostile legislation in other states and in
continued aggressiveness on the part of the administration at Washington against the trusts. The new governor
waa selected and elected for the purpose of cleaning our
political and financial household; and of course Wall
street cannot but look on this decision of the public with
more or less timidity.
As a precedent the political effect of the election
other states will follow
in this state will bo
suit, and should the movement go no farther than simply
compelling haughty and avaracious corporations to obey
the law and behave themselves the same as ordinary
Iteople, then all will be well and hopeful, and in the end
the country will be benefited by the agitation.
8

ALB'JQUERQUE

SCHOOLS

The Manual and Course of Study of the Albuquerque
Albuc:lty schools," has been received by The Citizen.
querque la proud of her public schools, and this Manual
of 110 pages 'shows the pride to be abundantly justified.
The following are very encouraging statistics:
1902
l!0ti
!... 1895
Tears ending Alay
1 4,000
7,000
4,000
3ty population
(3,521)
2,076
1,142
School census
i
1,928
844
1.325
Enrollment
41
17
25
Teachers employed
.
$25,500
$ 53,300
$27,500
Receipts .,
'22,000
Disbursements"
43,000
27,500
Of the teachers five are men the superintendent
and four principals; thirty-fivtire women one principal
teachers. Of the 1,928 pupils, 992 were
and thirty-fou- r
boya and 936 were girls.
There were but 50 colored
children enrolled, while the enrollment of the children
of native people reached 500. In this connection The
CHixen would add that the Mexican children attend denominational schools in a larger percentage than do the
other American children of the city.
The Manual b illustrated with cuts of the five public
school buildings, of the athletes, of the graduating class
mad of the chemical laboratory.
The Manual is a credit
to Superintendent Clark and the school board, and will
prove a fine advertisement for Albuquerque, wherever it
"
may go.
i

e

strike down republicanism, among his neighbors and fellow citizens, who certainly know him best, but proved
so efficacious In places where the democratic appeal to
race and religion was made so secretly and dastardly on
The morning paper's
the very eve of the election?
trumped-ueffort to lay the cauwe of republican shortage at the door of Mr, Btirsnm, will not hold water, for
all know that tho result was due alone to the perfidy of
a few like the morning paper, and to the underhand and
contemptible methods of the territorial management with
which the Journal was associated.
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WHITE SLAVES OF NORTH
ND THE OLD TIME NEGROES
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Our Clothing Is Union Made

THE JAFFA
Grocery Gomp'y.

We sell Union. Made Clothing because It la the best Clothing
Our garments are made by well paid, skillful Union Workmen, employed by Manufacturers with fair principles and fair
practices.
it is made under sanitary conditions In clean, well ventilated work rooms.

thafg made.

8

"Good Things lo Eat"

g
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Look for the Union Label

recent investigation conducted by a committee
representing elghten college settlements, and reported
an appalling
In Charities for October fith, exhibits
amount of oppression in the city of New York. More
than 130,000 women are working in more than 39,000
A bindHere are some specimens:
city factories.
hours a week; a
ery working its hands seventy-eigh- t
hours; a laundry
brass bedstead factory seventy-fou- r
A
seventy hours; a delicatessen factory sixty-nine- .
candy factory last winter worked them seven!
hours a week, with half an hour off for dinner and none
for supper excep on Saturday. Tho makers of misses'
and children's fine dresses during the rush season work
sixty-sevehours a week, "then take their work home,
Refusal to work overtime
and toil till 11 at night."
is checked by fear of discharge. All this, and vastly
more In face of tho law forbidding more than sixty
hours' work per week, and work between 9 p. m. and
6 a. m. The latter provision has been temporarily set
aside by a local court undertaking to deny the prin
ciple underlying the factory legislation of an entire cen
tury', and affirmed by the supreme court of the United
States that the state may interfere where the contracting parties aro not on an equality, or where pubbe protected
lic health requires that a party shall
hour limit remains' nomagainst himself. Tho sixty-fou- r
inally In full force. But last winter the factory depart
ment stated, "It Is impossible even to estimate the num
ber of offenders, but I would place theni between 5,000
and 10,000 in this city. The advntage is all on the side
of those who are determined to beat the law. Inspectors
accomplish nothing. No employers have been convicted and fined. The testimony of overworked employes
Is required to prove violation of the law, and to give
It means discharge.
It cannot be had from those In
the dilemma of work or starve The Outlook.
A

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
SHIPMENT OF THIS SEASON'S CROP OF NEW

On Our Garments!

A

WALNUTS,
SHELLED PECANS,
SHELLED ALMONDS,
SHELLED

We ask no more tor our clean, well
oihfr stores ask for "Sweat Shop" work.

o.

ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,
PECANS,

TROUSERS... $1.75,

FILBERTS,
IMPORlfcD CHESTNUTS,
NATIVE CHESTNUTS,
CITRON,
ORANGE PEEL,
LEMON PEEL,
RAISINS,

n

CURRENTS.
WE ALSO HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT
INOF BULK PRESERVES.
CLUDING

PRESERVED

SUITS
OVERCOATS

Iii talking to The Standard at Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
recently, Homer Mountfort, special ageni for the Bell
Telephone company said of the rural telephone:
"Probably none of the marvelous Innovations which
have revolutionized farm life in. the past ten or fifteen
years has affected a more radical change than the
general Introduction of tho rural telephone. The trans
formation has been so complete In communities having
first class, well managed lines that those not similarly
favored can hardly Imagine how thoroughly condi
tions have been altered; and even those who enjov these
benefits do not always realize how different things were
a few years ago. Americans aro an onto) pisiiM peopl ,
quick to adapt themselves to new unuurs and methods;
and old fashions quickly disappear and new lies speed
.
ily become old.
"The rural telephone has iii von t. th ) larmer mid
.'it the social
his wifa and children the
side of life. Society has cjisi.'d to he occasional and
sporadic, and has become a regular pail of the family
regime. In all weathers and under practically all con
ditions as to pressure of the home, it Is possible to snatch
a moment for conversation with Ii'lends In town aud
country.
"That it pays to have a telephone as a mutter oi
The
cool business calculation, is no longo.-- debated.
experience of thousands of communities Is that In saving of time. In increase of work efficiently of the entire
force of the farm, human, animal and mechanical, the
telephone Is a profitable Investment. In case of breakages In machinery, repairs are quickly ordered from town
and can be sent out by the rural carrier in many cases
before It would be possible to accomplish the same result otherwise.
"Most Important of all, the family doctor Is summoned and reaches the bedside of the sick child or adult
In half the time formerly consumed, In many cases
saving a priceless life.
No community which installs
"But why elaliorate?
a telephone .system ever goes back to the old way. No
neighborhood which has a good line and
Instruments cun ever be satisfied thereafter with Inferior telephones of a cheap and badly constructed line.
d
telephones; correctly installed
The
on a
line Is no longer a luxury on the
farm.
It Is a necessity."

ci'
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The morning paper continues to throw uui its Insinuations, slurs and accusations anaiiisi Territorial Chairman H. O. Hursuiu, whom It attempts to !,ol, icxuoiisiblt;
for the falling off In the majority' vou of Delegate
AnAs tho morning paper, so soon as
drews was renominated, viciously expressed its desire
Tor his defeat, and at once began its attack upon him,
which attack it kept up during lhe campaign both openly
and secretly; and as the morning paper's parly
made tho campaign a most villainous personal assault on Delegate Andrews, it certainly now seems
strange that the pibald organ should now atU'iupi to lay
the glory of its own treachery upon the shoulders of Mr.
IJursutu, whose only fault in the campaign uas that of
the party generally a too great confidence.
Deli-gat-

e

niaii-JUjfcr- s

Of course the morning paper makes one of its usual
flops aud now opposes the meeting of the constitutional
Why, then, were delegates
convention ai Santa Ke.
elected? Kvery one knew before the eleiion, as well as
Blnoe, that Arizona would defeat Jointure.
The Citizen
thoroughly agrees with the New .Mexican, and as it

seemed all republican papers agreed before the election,
that the best thing for New Mexico to do after th defeat of jointure is to hold her convention, prepare her
constitution, have it approved by the legislature, and then
use h with congress in our continued fight for statehood.

"For the first time la twelve years," sayn the Socorro Chieftain, "the republicans appear, at tho present

writing, to have made a clean sweep lu Socorro county."
Yet Bocorro county is the home county of Territorial
Chairman Bursum.
Of Socorro city he is the mayor.
Is It not then strange that his chairmanship dlj not

g

1 Don't Forget

heart-to-hear-

2.

They are unquestionably
the best. The new styles
we are receiving daily for
our Xmas trade are a revelation in beauty and design. Our installment plan
works to perfection.

Bakery

Our

7

Jaffa Grocery Co.

We carry a complete line
of the well known

"Karpen"
Goods

8

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDERS FILLED THE SAME DAY

s

0. W. STRONG'S SONS

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

House Furnishers

i

House Furnishers

No breaking in

needed

WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

SOLOMON

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and

LUNA,

Mincer

R
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in Albuquerque
See Ours

d

The republican campaign was clean, open and honest.
The republican leaders did not send out secret Inflammatory literature Just before the election, basely appeal
Aug to race prejudice, making a bllter personal assault
upon the character of the opposition for delegate, and
weaving a tissue of false statements about him.
The
democrats sent out such statements in personal letters
t thousands of voters. All through the campaign the
democratic leaders appealed to prejudice uud rc.lj.'d on
the efficacy of personal deininciataiou of the republican
candidate. If their candidate hud been beaten the rcpuh
Means would have let It go at that, but now that he has
been elected tbey do not promise to accept with meekness
another series of installments of vituperation and abuse.
Pally Optic.

I

WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF THESE GOODS AND
THEY WILL GIVE YOU SATISFACTION. INCLUDE SOME
WITH YOUR NEXT ORDER.

e

Coal has gone up. That happens every year about
this time, and the public gets the same old explanations.
talks between the
Those annual autumn,
people that own the coal aud the general public might
be epitomized:
1. There is a scarcity of labor at the mines.

Tr

Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture

properly-constructe-

rance, Rio Arriba or any other county.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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o
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o
o
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STRAWBER-

The flexible solo 'Red Cros
Shoe is com fori able fro a:
the start.
LET THEM CONTEST
The burning and a c h i n rr
The republicans have learned from long experience
caused
by stitf soles and the
with the democrats of this territory that the only manevils
of
thin soles are prener in which the latter are able to. relieve their feelings
vented by the Red Cross. Ir
after a defeat is to cry '"thief" and institute election conOfX0OOO0O0O0O)O0OC)O0O0O0O0O0
tests.
enables a woman to be on her
The democrats again come to the front with all sorts 8 STORY OF THE YEARLY
8
feet for hours at a time with
of charges. By all means let them contest this election
Investigation
thorough
will.
If
they
Is
add
will
it
ihe
if
RISE IN COAL PRICES $ comfort.
g
not to Mr. Larrazolo's but to Mr. Andrews' votes. We
A stylish
X)X)X)XXX)O0X)XXXXXXXXXX0XXS
do not believe the republicans stole precincts In Tor
well-mad-

than

S2.00, $2.50, $3.50 to $5.50
$10, $12, $15, $18 to $25
$10, $15, $18, $20, to $25

v

LINES

Clot bins

o
St
o
o
O SHOES
RfUJhlrtiDElLL
f'"p
o
o
o oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

PRESERVED LOGAN BERRIES,
PRESERVED RED CHER
RIES,
BLACKBERPRESERVED
RIES,
RASPBERPRESERVED
RIES,
AND ARE 8ELLING THEM AT
THE UNIFORM PRICE OF
25c PER POUND.

XXCXOOCK0XX0X)000000000
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Boys' and Children's Clothing, Hats, Furnishings, etc. Union
Made and at fair prices.
You will further your own Interest,
Mr. Union Man by
wearing our Union Made Clothing.

'

RIES,

ooxxxxxxxxxxxxxcoxcoooxxx
GREAT WORK DONE BY
RURAL TELEPHONE

13, 1S0C

shoe

L?if

thafs

t

comfortable

E

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
C. H.

tf

CARNES, O. D.

Scientific Optician

mm.
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The mine operators can't get the cars to ship

THE BEST IN TOWN

It In.

The price of labor has gone up.
We are awfully afraid that we'll have to put
the price of it up a llttio higher yet in a few weeks. We
Kn, Si, Ki t C i
Per Gallon
have to think about it, but we are afraid we'll have to.
i'tf.vof Cilt HiMif,
Large
on
Price
It
5.
Orders
you?
hurts
Special
You know it Isn't our fault, don't
$.oo
us Just us bad as It does you.
Delivered to any part of the city
That is about the line of talk the public gets handed Oxfords,
out to ii every year. The local dealers are not to blame;
$3.50 and
as a matter of fact they probably don't make any more High
Shoes,
on coal when It's high than they do when It's low.
rhona Colo. Red 92.
Hut have you noticed that while the price of coal
$4.00 and $3.50
always goes
in the fall, It seldom comes down In
Let us fit yon.
the sumnier?
And have you noticed that the explanations are
SEE
,
uiit handed out fnuu any one particular part of the
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
country, bin spring into print simultaneously all over
FREE
TESTED
EYES
of
121 West Railroad Ave.
We keep the quality
our brr ad
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
the country: that from New York to California and
New Mexico 114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
up to the highest. This is possible
from Canada to the gulf the price of coal goes up wi h Albuquerque
one Impulse''
by using
The public has a feeling that it pays too much
for its coal already, and that lu view of the enormous
The Best Flour,
'
deposits on tills continent It should bo able to get
'
The Best Labor,
First
Street
South
305
.
it very much cheaper and still enrich the owners of
Methods,
,
The Best
the mines.
If the increase in price is due every time 1o a Best 15c and 25c meals in
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
Director and Licensed Embalmer not only in mixing and baking, but
Funeral
60
shoiiage in cars and a scarcity of labor it Is due every the city.
PER TON
Home cooking.
time, lo causes thai could be prevented with better
also in taking care of and selling
BLOCK
AMERICAN
BEST
nones coiormao, bim 29s
6.60
management. Hut the public has the Idea that the real Special attention to ladies.
PER TON
want the best
Corntr Fifth and Railroad Avanua the bread. If you
reason that coal goes up and forgets to come dowu again
All Hours
Balling's
Orders
use
at
Bread.
Short
to
youll have
is li.cause the people that control the coal deposits act
In uilison always; ihal tlu-get together and fix up a
PIONEER BAKERY,
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
program of advance and all stick lo It, and that there
MOUTH riRMT
TRKT.
207
AND EXCHANGED
is no more real competition than between the various
WOOD
Off
MILL
I
Association
OTTO KIEINWORT, Proprietor
branches of the oil rust.
let
BIG LOAD OF
2.25 AND 82.75
Transaction
If the cial people use a little tact and work 'lie
FOR
THE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
Guaranteed
thing gradually, it may be several years before they get
a lot ol government investigators prying Into iheir afam. NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
rosenfieid's,
fairs.
Low
Headquarters
for
Prices
But if lu y get raw about it, it is one of the iiiosi
No. 113 Weit Silver Avrnue.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
likely things on earth that someone will start un in on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
M. E. GALLOWAY,
Manager.
veatlgution to see If there dews not exist a combination
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS. 4. MAUGER, 115 & 117 NORTH
lu restraint of Interstate commerce, in violation of the Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
WAL
WINDOW
FOR
HUDSON
SEE
anti trust act. Atlanta Journal.
TON'S CTiUG STORE.
408 W, Rallrtad AviBut
FIRST STREET.
GLASS.
3.
4.

$J.50
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LOUDON'S JERSEY FARM

i'''

B.

People's Restaurant

K.ADAMS

We Keep It Up

COAL

r

Open Day and Night
Thos. F. Keleher

I

WOOD

John

S.

Beaven

R.R.

ubw.r.r.

I

f

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

FOR PROTECTION OF
THE

GAUD

EVENING CITIZm

ALBUQUERQUE

13, 1906.

DESERTED AT THE ALTAR

.

MISS LILY LE BOEUF

DISCUSSES

TONIGHT.
an Impersonator nnd reader, Miss
I.eBoeuf has no equal. She has won
plaudits and testimonials
wherever
she has appeared.
Is
graceful of manner and with
She
her character delineations and style
of expression easily captivates her
audiences.
'Miss I.eBoeuf is well known and
highly recommended all over the Uni
ted States by bishops ami lending
men of both races.
As"

PLANS

Game Warden Declares Steel Builds Dangerous-Review- s
State Laws.

PRESS NOTICES.
a wonder. Not only
an elocutionist but an actress of notable talent. Plain Dealer. Topeka,
Kansas.

B0l

The recital given by Miss
at the African Methodist church Mon
day night was a treat to all present.
Miss LeBoeuf Is a reader of the first

ti:
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OFFICIAL
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HORSEMAN BARNETT

VOTE ON

IHE

VOTED

OF

DEATH

f

DELEGATE

PLAN

DOWN.

Ti

literary

IS.
JOHN

Muskogee,

y.

HEWITT

reported thai 8u0
The secretary
shares out of the r malning treasury
stock had been disposed of at the rate
of 2! cents per share.
IrlCATION.

high

and

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
771 Trainer1 F.. A. Frost, returned
'i'-

--

207
19
7t
b4
638
619
362
313
1,409

T

Total
Majorities for Larrazoio.
Chaves
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Luna

FRIDAY.

4727
670
593
43
162
161
130

,

Mora

Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
San Miguel
San Juan
Sierra

Clmeter

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION.
Inspect Our Holiday Offerings of
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS AT $3.00
PER DOZEN.
Why Pay MoreT Open Sundays.
MILLETT 8TUDIO.
215 West Railroad Avenue,
o
"Generally debilitate,
for years.
Had sick headaches, lacue.i ambition,
was worn-ou- t
Burand all rnn-:wdock Blood Bitters m:ide me a well
woman." Mrs. Chas. Freitoy, Moosup,-Canada-

1

Union

Total
Andrews' majority oa the otnclal
returns received this afternoon,
all counties reporting Is

-- v

270

Since the publicatVm of The Evening Citizen yesterday afternoon evtry
county in the territory has officially
reported on vote cast for delegate to
congress. On the official vote, An-

drews gained 11 votes on the count of
Colfax county; 11 votes on Dona Ana;
lost 31 oa Lincoln, and lost 49 votes
oa the vote of Socorro county, making
his total majorities 4727, instead of
4785 as published yesterday afternoon.
Larrazoio lost 3 votes on the official
count of Grant county and 39 on Quay,
but. gilned 3 votes in Saa Juan, 2 In
Siena, and 9 in Union. His total majorities foot up 4,457 instead of
as publisned yesterday afternoon.
The democrats are still claiming
that Larrazoio, tlwir candidate for
delegate. Is elected, but the official returns, all In this afternoon, show a
majority of 270 votes for Delegate
Andrews. They may contest.

110V4

Corn

Oats

Dec.
Dee.

Pork

42c;

May

33V4&e;

43

98', 4
268
118
76

,..174
50
17
42
141
83
23
74 V4
45
138 Vi
H.JVS
29
92

CASH

.)ih
32!s

158
181
46
104V2
25
81

57
154

lWn
12
30

Condition

Months--Perf- ect

Ranges

Second-han- d

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue.

FRENCH BAKERt
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS

&

BOWYER,

U UTTER

NUT
BREAD

Better

Than

All City

2

Proprietors

PINE LINE OP
C4JLES
A I way n

Home-Mad-

on Hand.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

oooonctK

?

Convenience - Comfort - Security

P. MATTCUCCI

makes

tha

lighter, tha cares
and tha worries fawer.

lass,

duties

Tha telephone

praearvaa your ,
health, prolongs your Ufa and
'
protects your home.

VOU NEED A TELEPHONE

h

1

j

j

j

Set Teeth $8.
DR.

I,

E. ERVIN.

tiOl I) AMI

SEC0N0 STREET
Whltlmg Building

IN

YOUR

HOMI

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

4

O'RIELLY & CO.
J.ps-H.- LEADING
DRUGGISTS
Mali Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

o oo
ooooo
77ie St. Elmo 000v
-

-

Finest Whfslcies

J

j

JOSEPH
I 20

BARNETT,

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

Prop'r.

SAMPLat AND
CLUB ROOMS

West Railroad Avenue

J
PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.

Highland Rooming House
MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Prop.

ACROSS
JUST
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.

Steant
Heat and Everything Connected
With tha Place Brand New.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

New Building, New Furniture,

THE

CELEBRATED

O. F. O.

vjhiskeV
Bitie)

BUSINESS CHANGE

--

unchanged,
quiet; unchanged,
WANTED Immediately, a woman to
cook; family of three adults; no
Money Market.
washing or sweeping. Apply at 1)03
New York, Nov. 13. Prime merWest Copper avenue.
cantile paper, HfiB'i; silver "I'c.

Night Only

telephone

1

3.itfj,

Metal Market.
York, Nov. 13. Copper firm;

The

i

43c.

Jan. $14.15; May $14.25.
Lard Jan. $8 40& 42U : Mav IX no.
It il.i
Jan. $7.60tfi 62Vs ; May 7.72...
New

New and

-

127'6

May

Only In Use Two

Josh at the

154i

California & Arizona
North Butte
Grenoy
Butte Coalition

STOVES,
STOVES
BASE BURNER

Perkins

132V6

'.

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Josh

Following quotations received by
Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
J. Graf
Correspondents for Ixgan & Bryan,

Old Dominion

full'

of the Albuquerque Business College

Uncle

K.

,.

Spanish
Write Cr call for
information.

4.

NEW YORK STOCKS.

Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison, common
Anaconda
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Erie common
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
New York Central
National Lead
Ontario & Western
Pennsylvania
Reading common
Rock Island common
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
.
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal
I'nion Pacific
United States S.eel
United States Steel pfd
Greene Con
Coper Range

AND

.

7

heremeSrIF

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

H. H. FRAZEE

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

American

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

n.

free-for-a-

offer thorough
couraen in

COMMERCIAL

Rico Hotel and Bar

4157

Staab Building

...

We

DAY OR

e

218
62
768
141
b
196

.

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the ,

'

I. T.

.

S

revelation to those who
variety of Domestic Ruga

are strictly

class.

On Sunday, November 4. at 4
with o'clock In the afternoon, occurred the
to the death of Mrs. Amelia C. Hewitt, wife
city this morning from Texas, where of Judge John Y. Hewitt, after n
pacers illness of less than tea days, says the
the Barnett string of high-clas- s
have been doing the circuit of the White Oaks Outlook. During much of
"Lone Star" state. They attended this time her suffering was Intense,
Atk for
KRACK KREAM
the race meets at Fort Worth, Dal- and all efforts of physicians and lov- BREAD andJAFFA'S
takt no other.
las and San Antonio and Messrs. Bar- ing friends to relieve here were futile.
nett and Frost are well pleased over With herdic fortitude and patient enPIONEER BAH CRY
durance she bore her distress, and
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor
when It became assured
that she
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
could not recover she met the situation w ith a spirit of Christian resigna- WEDDING CAKES A
SPECIALTY.
tion and beautiful faith in God.
Her death has cast a shadow over
We desire patronage and we guarthe mtire community where tne exantee first class hakfns-ample of her home life has for so 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
many years shed Its kindly influence.
In almost every household here In
White Oaks there is a heart-achfor
tho vacancy left In the social circle THE HIGHLAND LI VERY
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop.
and for the home so ruthlessly broken.
Mrs. Hewitt was lorn In Ohio, LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
"
September 26, 1837. She came to New
Mexico In 1881, to live with her broth- The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
,
at special rates on week days.
er'. Dr. Zimmerman nnd was married
No, 112 John St
to John Y. Hewitt on the firBt day of Auto Phone 604.
November, 1882, at White Oaks.
ThtIrs has been the one continuous
home here In this beautiful mountain
hamlet of HeBrts' Desire since theBe
No. 111 North First Street.
two lives were bo happily joined so DINELLI 4. LENCIONI, Proprietors.
many years ago.
WIINtS, LIQUUR3 AND CIGARS.
Mr. Arthur Bond, a son of Mrs. He- Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
witt by a former marriage, was sumPut Up for Travelers.
moned by telegraph
Rooms By Day, Wesk or Month.
from Oakland,
Cal., but unfortunately did not reach
here until after his mother's death.
A nelce of Mrs. Hewitt, who came to
Joe- - Barnett the- Sucessfut ' Merchant stay the winter with thorn, arrived the
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
nay before her last Illness begnn and
and Horseman.
was here to minister to her in her
the showing made by the horses, es- great affliction and comfort her durpecially Stranger O and Clara B. The ing here last hours, while other lov
Thursday. November 15, '06
was second twice in ing friends were unceasing In their
former ho-s- e
two of the most exciting finishes In kindly ministrations.
Funeral services were hold at the
the history of racing at Fort Worth
and Dallas, but. at San Antonio, house conducted by the Rev. S. M
against the same horses that defeated Roberta, after which a solemn conhim, he rounded off Into excellent course of friends followed the earthly
term to the cemetery where It was
ll
form and won ihe great
PRESENTS pace with ease, the fastest heat be- ttnuerly laid away In Us last uleep.
ing 2:12 on a track not considered
THE BIG FUN SHOW
fast.
Clara B. failed to take first money
in the three races she participated in.
SINGERS
hut was second three times. She exCHARITY HOSPITALS
hibited excellent form, and her fastest
DANCERS
time oa the circuit was 2:13
The horses wiU arrive here either
AND
late John Condon, who died at
triday or Saturday morning and will St.The
Joseph's hospital in Albuquerque
COMEDIANS
rest up until February, 1907,- - when last September, left $1,000
to tne Sisthey will be Bhlpped to the Overland ters- of Charity of
Cincinnati for the
race course at Denver, aud put In support of
Joseph's hospital here,
condition for the spring meets of the while a likeSt.sum
is to be paid to the
An
Colorado and other circuits.
Everlasting
. Mr. and Mrs. Barnett will remain Ieavenworth branch of the sisterhood
at
Kansas, for the supSicccss
here a few days, and go to southern portIeavenworlh,
of the hospital at Las Vegas.
California, where they will visit for a $1,000 Is bequeathed
to
the
churches of
f: w weeks.
Albuquerque and Nashville, rena. Thq
remainder
of
See Uncle
estate
the
is
ieft In trust
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
for Rt. Rev. Thomas S. Byrne, bishop
County Fair
of Nashville,
for the support of
Charles R. Kejk.-- came In from So- worthy young men who desire to encorro yesterday.
ter the priest hood. Mr. Condon came Watch for Big Parade f Hayseed Band
Thomas S. Hubbell has returned to Albuquerque from Nashville, Tena.,
from El Paso. Texas.
some time ago for his health. His
Pantaloon Mora Is a visitor in the proper;)- consists principally or valuPrices BOc, 78c ana 51.00
Duke City from Cusa Slazer, N. M.
able real estate located In Nashville
F. B. Schwentker left on a ousiness and I'lsewhere.
Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14
trip to tho horthfrn towns last night.
D. J. Itary after spending two days
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
in Alhuqiierque left last night for El CANDIES,
AT WALTON'8
DRUG
Paso.
STORE.
Dr. W. H. Burr, a well known phyELKS' OPERA HOUSE
sician of Gallup, Is stopping at the Alva rado.
A regular meeting of the Woodmen
Circle was held this afternoon in Odd
One
Follows" hall.
Charles Relnken of Belen was In
town yesterday on business. He Is of FOR
WEDNESDAY NOV. 14
TEN DAYS AND ' TEN DAY8
ihe John Becker company.
ONLY.
Dr. J. B. Kraft has moved his dental
offices from the Grant block to the
WALTER'S BAKERS CHOCORichard Carle's Merry Musi
Harnett building, rooms 2 and 3.
35c
Kd.
L. Medler, assistant
United 7 LATE
cal Extravaganza
CANS STANDARD CORN
50c
States attorney, left for Ias Cruces
6 CANS CHAMPION PEAS
last night on professional business.
50c
YesNrday In the district court, Mrs. WALTER'S BAKERS COCOA.. 25c
The Maid and the Mummy
Lena Peterson was granted an abso- EXTRA STANDARD CAN FRUIT 15c
FRENCH
SARlute divorce f mi her husband, W. T. IMPORTED
DINES, 2 FOR
25c
Peterson.
10c Wtth a ca.--t ol unusual merit and
Mrs. J. G. Albright and daughter, KARO SYRUP
3
POUNDS
FANCY HEAD RICE 25c
Miss Claude, left last night f.r South- 1
VVAKKIiN ax the Mum-my- .
LARGE
BOTTLE KETCHUP.. 15c
ern California, where they will spend
KINDS
ALL
EVAPORATED
the winter.
liorgt-ou-s
Costumes, ScenFRUIT PER LB
10c
Mrs. K B. Harsch. who visited Inr
ery ami Klectrical Hffect.s.
mother at Port Huron, Mich., has re- BEST LAUNDRY SOAP 8EVEN
CAKES
25c
turned to tho city. Mr. Harsch met
GAL. IMPORTED oLIVE OIL $2 50
his wife at Las Vegas.
HEADQUARTERS
FOR
HAY, Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Rev. A. O. larrison, w no held Episcopal services at Santa Fe last Sun- GRAIN, GROCERIES, PRODUCE AND
day, both morning and evening, re- FRESH FRUITS.
turned to the city last, night.
Scats n sale; at MA I SON S
J. F. PALMER,
Mr. mid Mrs. S. O. Andros (nee
501 North First Street.
Miss Floiirnoy) are In the city from
" Monday, Nov. 12 at 9 o'clock.
Wtitsonville, Cal.. the guests of Mr.
They will
and Mrs. M. W. Floiirnoy.
vtm
remain several weeks.
Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
Mr. ami Mrs. .1. W. Zollars, formerly of Hillsboro, Siena county, but for to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
satisfaction guaranteed.
f San reasonable;
the past few years residents
I have purchased
the Jasei,;,
Francisco, are again In tho city, the
..17 ami 31'J Sou'-guests of Mrs. W. S. Hopewell.
Suconil street
103 North First Street
Iiavc in tho I'Uki ami solicit tiia
customiTB as well u lay old tun: 'i
win if
havo conducted a aeooo
Tho giMxtu from this place will
Gold Criwns S6
I'diitinue hoth the new and ne-n- ,
inning uf furniture and uphold
G LB ULLIVCS JI.50 AM) LP,
Bridge Work. Porcelain
inn my olrl patrons for past In v.
ni) jnd Painltst txirartioa. All Hoik Guiranttcd
nr w U'f, I romaln

HORSES EXPECTED

AT WHITE OAKS, SUNDAY, NOV. 4.

In

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Majorities for Andrews.
Bernalillo
Colfax
..'
Dona Ana
Lincoln
McKlnley
Santa Fe
Sandoval
Socorro
Taos
Torrance ..
Valencia

OCCURRED

vt

ALBERT FA BUR

Miss Lily M.
the charmlns
little elocutionist. Is touring Texas.
This gifted little woman has few
equals. Victoria (Texas) Guide.

WITH MRS. BARNETT RETURNED
FROM TEXAS THIS MORNING

74-f- i

H. Briggs.
Robert Dross
H.

RUG DEPARTMENT
visit It, becaunt f the
from the bent looms.

ALL COUNTIES REPORTED DELE
GATE ANDREWS HAS MAJORITY OF 270 VOTES.

stocK-honler-

CL.O-

t

Miss LeBoeuf's recitals

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 13. Cattle receipts, 18,000, including 1,000 southlower.
COAL COMPANY erns; market steady. Shade
Native steers fi.ooft .."o; southern
steers
$3.005.25; soul hern cows
$2.nu?i 3.23; native cows and heifers
ELECTED NEW OFFICERS FOR EN- $2.00ftj5.10;
feeders
stockera and
SUING YEAR AT MEETING
$2 5044.50; bulls
2.10t&3 75; calves
HELD TODAY.
$2.756.25; western steers $3 25C
5.25; western cows $2.2504.00.
s
The annual meeting of the
Sheep receipts 10,000 market steady.
Algixloues
the
of
Petroleum, Muttons $4.50
Iambs $6.007.50
Coal. Mining ami 1'ipe Line, company range wethers 5.50;
$4 50& fi.oo. fed ewes
was held today at the office of the $ l.iiofi 5.40.
company No. 321 Went Gold avenue,
when lite following officers were electGrain and Produce.
ed for the ensuing yeur:
Chicago, Nov. 13. Closing quotaPresident A. J. Franli.
tions:
Kelix Bua.
ice President
Wheat Dec.
'ic; May 7sc

FOR

Vv

NEW MEXICO VOTED FOR JOINT STATEHOOD WITH ARIZONA, BUT ARIZONA

AIGODONES PETROLEUM

TOO LATE

v

OUR

rank and deserves a crowded house
wherever she may recite. Colorado
Statesman.

g

Non-reside-

Treasurer

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Miss LeBoeuf is

Tririuulai i:ii:o Wanton (ii'lflWi
arrived hevp last iiipht from Santa F
and jnlnorf page B. Otero, deputy territorial frame warden, who preceded
him to li e lmk City. They will depart thin fveiiiiiK for a rather In- ilefini:. i1ik' Ination.
Came wardens
have a hahi: of mippreesing their intention from the press and the replies
to inquiries
of ttv two official
where they were going were
evaxive.
Mr. Griffith consented to
disciiHs the prnpomul amendments to
the name laws, which will probably
come up In the next legislature, how'
'
ever.
According to ihe statements of Mr.
Griffith, there is a. Krowlng sentiment
among sportsmen in New Mexico to
have the territorial frame laws made
mora strlntreut and to exclude nonresident hunters from shooting or
in the territory who, do not pay a
Sportsmen
license for the privilege.
generally throughout the territory are
also favoring a clause In the proposed
amendments to the law which will require resident hunters to pay a small
license fee every year. The purpose
in doing this Is to create a fund for
the propagation and protection of
game and to Increase the number of
officers who will see that the laws are
Discussing the proposed
enforced,
amendments to the game laws, Mr.
Griffith said:
"The need for changes In the territorial game laws as they stand on the
statute books at this time is apparent.
hunters are not
excluded from the territory, i'or is the
proverbial 'game hog" prevented from
Khooiing so long as there is a feather
in sigkt, as long as he observes the
open season during which game may
l.e killed.
"In parts of the territory haulers
ro out and slaughter for ihe mere
pleasure of killing, and this kind of
thing' will soon exterminate all the
game from the territory, and when it
is too late sportsmen who are contented wita shooting enough for their
families and friends, as well as the
'game hogs' themselves, will
see the necessity of a law which restricts the number of game birds or
animals that may be taken in a day, or
during the season. iReference is had
here to deer particularly.)
.. Bullets That Don't Stop.
"The invention of the new high
power rifle which will drive a steel
Jacketed bullet at a velocity of 2,001)
feet a second has also developed a
need for prohibitive legislation. Why
hunters will use such a missile in t heir
weapons Is more than 1 can see, for
it Increases .their chances of losing
the animal after It Is struck, unless
the bullet happens to strike a vital
spot.
The steel Jacketed atfair wan
designed for warfare and not to hunt
with. It is positively useless, because
it produces no shock, and Is very dangerous for the very reason that nothing short of a sand dune or a mountain will slop its tiight, which is usually about twj miles. Such a bullet will
penetrate a tree with ease and kill a
donen men on the other sideof the
tree, if they happen to be in range.
Ranchmen are careful not to use these
high power rifles about their stock
and when such a weapon is used ammunition which is loaded with a soft
nose bullet is invariably chosen, for
the reason that it usually stops on
impact.
Results of Remedial Legislation.
"Sportsmen In the middle west have
long since realized the necessity for
' remedial legislation which prohibits
the use of steel Jacketed bullets and
affords greater protection to the fish
and game," he continued.
"Illinois was the first in the field
wltha hnntei' license law, which was
enacted for the purpose of excluding
an undesirable class of hunters from
neighboring states who swarmed over
the state so soon as the season opened, and continued to swarm until it
closed. The result was that nearly
all the game was exterminated. Resident sportsmen agitated needed reforms and they got them. Not alone
did they get the iws changed, but
they now havo a state game fund
from the sale of licenses to resident
and
Last year
hunters.
i he
fund was increased $l:'7,"ui from
this source.
"Wisconsin game laws are f.amed
after the Illinois statutes and the state
game fund was Increased $73,Kiil last
year.
Missouri, which has similar
llaws, sefnred $i:i,H0il from tin; same
source.
"In Colorado thn hunter's license
Kanie law enables the state to pay the
game commissioner a salary of $1,800
a year and allows him $1,200 a year
for clerk hire, emplcg five wardens
at salaries of $1,200 a year each, and
live state game and fish hatchers, who
receive from $)o 1(I $l,2oi) a year
salary. The proceeds from tlio license
lees maintains the whole departmeut
and leaves h surplus besidos."
ftBh-In-

PETITE CREOLE ELOCUTIONIST IN A GRAND RECITAL
AT A. M. E. CHURCH

LA

FISH

Amendments to the Territorial
Laws Would Restrict Non
Resident Sportsmen.
GKIFFITII

PAGt FlVf.

C.

:i

.lohntion Klork of furniture at
I
will conduct ihu buniiu'sa
of all if Mr. Johnson's
is hi 323 South Heooud street,
.
til Btore for the pant three
itoved to my new store and 1 wilt
hand business as well aj the re-- i
in the new location, tuank-- .
;iiii

hoping to

by

them all at tha

Rpspect fully your.
CHAS. L. lCEl'i'LEJL

In Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

MELINI

& EAKIN

Sola Agenta.

Albuquerque,
Autoiufeiic

N. M.

Pboua, 199.

i!
i

S
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CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE HI

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER

Territorial
SOME FINE SNOBBERY
IPM
Topics
IN A U. S. EMBASSY
DIPLOMATIC
IN THIS
POUCY
POST IS "NO AMERICANS WANT-ED.- "
BUT A BULLY WELCOME
FOR THE DOOKS AND OTHER
THINGS THEY CALL NOBILITY
SOME "BREAKS."

l.

Special Correspondence.
Washington. I). C. Nov. 13 Tales
ul the doings of the American ambas.
sadnr and ambassadress In one of the
leading Rnropean capitals have causamed considerable gossip here. The presbassador's appointmenl t Ills
ent post after two or three promotion
was caiiHed largely ly I he effect whlcn
it was known his handsome entertaining, might have. Hut while ambassa
dor tind ambassadress like entertaining, they have been fhowlng.a marked avergloa to their rountry people
abroad.
When the ambassador came to take
up hta new post and the Invitation
list for the houscwarniing waa made
nut, the ambassadress tried to explain
omissions and eccentricities by stating. "My husband end I are so accustomed to court life that we find
It very hard to know all nliout the
A warm welcome
middle classes."
was not given by the Americana whom
mis statement reached. The evening
went off fairly smoothly, however, except for one lady from Kentucky,
whom fh ambassadress challenged at
I he
door wl:h vpe (iicsiion whether
B'ne had really been luHed. Tfce lady
retired after Indulging In a fit of hys-

terics.

and big excelThe ambassadress
lency, her husband, sowed broardcast
the word that there were no "at
home" days at the American embassy.
But when It was observed that the
local nobility went at stated intervals to the embassy, blocking the
street tth their carriages, and that
only Americans were excluded, there
was a decided coolins of the atmosphere.
The expedient was thea found or
double sets of reception days, one for
the native nobility and the other for
Americans. But by that time lae embassy was pretty well boycotted.
The Flunkes Mistake.
The ambassadress met a very prom- -

Major Graham has maile a good agent, and has
always had the confidence of tiie Zunl.
He will engage In business In
this part ol the country. Mr. Oliver
of the Iadian school at Albuquerque
has been appointed spent, vice Major
Graham.

the Gallup Itepubllcan.
1

a

1

i

I
I
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CK3,
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NOT AT HOME
TO

1

;

r"

T77

r

ri

'

1

jj

In all ladles' and gentleGreat
men's wearing apparel, as ready-to-weSuits,
Overcoats, Skirts, Furs, Hats, Coats, Gloves,
Sweaters, Silk Knit Shawls, Flannel Shirts, Outing
Night Gowns, Kimonas, Shirt Waists, etc., etc.
Our handsome line of Dress Trimming, ranging In price from 5 cents to r.00 yard, will be
sold during the sale with reduction of 25 per tent.
720 pairs men's mixed hose go at u cents a
pair.
m
Me n's working Shirts
cheap at 40 cents, now
23 cents.
price-cuttin-

CONVICTS
HELPED TO REFORM
The report of J. K. Wool, superintendent of the New Mexico Society
for the Friendless, which h:s been
compiled for the past fiscal year,

..,'

shows that in tie work of assisting
s
discharged convicts from the terriA,
start, the
torial prison to make a
Our entire stock
t
society has done Rood work. During
blankets must
31,
of
ending
year,
the
October
fiscal
through
lnent baron and at once mndo up to her husland's
the carriage twenty-nindischarged prisoners have
n
him, as Is her wont with
window as her coachman drove off, been
cleared out
he
aided to begia life anew under
titles. "I am at 'home oa the first so that it might be known to whom
the
while
conditions,
for
encouraging
during
sale. 2o0
and third Tuesday's, but those are for the insult had been offered,
last two moths of the years i. j, a
the Americans my husband's position
The Sugar Bowl Story,
number of others were given assist
blankets In al.big
compels me to receive. For my real
The ambassadress was considerably ance,
average
making
thus
from
the
1
e
mean the foreigners, I re- upstt when she learned what had
friends,
blankets
cotton
to four convicts assisted ench
on the second and fourth Fri- - F ned, nad so she made he break three
dur'ag
mouth
time.
"'at
day's, and I hope to see you next Fri- of her career. She was giving a
from 50e upward.
ner very ishortly afterwards, when a MYSTERIOUS MURDER AT
she told him.
blankets all
Wool
society
American
The baron went home and said to yery prominent
CROWN KING MINE
his wife that he would not go, but out woman wanted to take some sugar,
Word l8s just reached Prescott of 1
colors, I2.S0 to
of courtesy to a compatriot she might sne did not see the tongs, and with a most cold liiooued murder commit
call with their daughter. For the her fingers she took a piece from the ted a: Crown King. Jack Fletcher, a
$7.50. Hath robfs.
baroness is an American.
So the toP of he sugar dish and put it in her well known mining man In that sec Has
All colors.
ut ra,1& tlle voice of tne dls-t- tion, was sitting la the saloon of Hilly
baroness and her daughter drove up cu"'
the American embassy' on the fol- - tlnguished hostess in command to the Pelrie talking with a number of
lowing Friday. As equipage after butler:
friends when suddenly a shot rang
"Have that sugar dish removed to out, a crash of glass was heard as
equipage stopped at the embassy
steps, a fluakey put his hand on the thfi pantry and washed!"
the bullet passed tnrough one of the
T,)e lady turned vtry pale and got rear windows of the places and Fletch
carriage door and flung It open. The
baroness said, "The ambassadress is "P. her cup In her hand. She deliber-a- t er fell to the floor a ad expired a short
t
he killing occurred
home?" She had an American ac- - a,elv dashed her coffee Into the
time afterward.
which could have been recognlz- - Place nnd left the room without a In the early art of the evening and
ed half a mile away. The flunkey vnrH. Since then her circle of friends the night being exceedingly dark the
chaaged in a minute, and slammed the have been among the embassy boyco'-domarj who fired the shot hud no diffRichard Carle says that "The Maid
iculty In eluding the officers and
almost on the baroness, who had ters- All this lias got on t'ue serve of his
risen to alight.
who immediately fufched to the una ine mummy is neiiuer a iigiii ui
a comic opera, musical or farclal com-cil- y,
"The ambassadress is NOT recelv- - "c?,fn.cf- Th
""ZJJm scene.
burlesque or extravaganza, but
lmesUo
Ing," he called out
8,s"a,ea t0 the Diplomatically this amdassador has FOUND SNOV INSTEAD
it is merely a merry musical melange
coachman to drive B0nn
OF MOUNTAIN IN ERUPTION containing some of the good points of
made no breaks that anybody has
The wife of an American ambassa- - hear(, of nnd he has tiohiiid bi.n mv- A special dispatch
from Trinidad, them all and it Is introduced for the
dor to Europe had glvea orders that ,.Pal brilliant achievements, but the dated November 11, says: The report sole purpoiie of presenting leauty,
no Americans were to be admitted American embassy, beln cut out iis a 'list Mount (.'ulebra, which is on the laughter and song. It was the musicon her foreign reception days.
thus described by Its author
80Cial factor, is causing a r3Cion Snowy range aliout fony miles west al plen-that proved eo successful In New
of Trinidad, was ill a state of erup
The baroness threw her card and even in the foreign circle.
tion, has proven to be a false alarm.
Two local newspaper men visited the
mountain and found it covered with a
'4
blanket of snow. The first report
nt Trlnina;1. that the muumam
Adolph
was in rruptiea was from
Storz. post m ester at Stonewall, which
is only a tew miles from the moun-'ain- .
Storz is reliable and bis report
1
There wa.s a
created a sensation.
Ismail timber fire on the New Mexico
'hie of the mountain and es the
L
The
con
.smoke curled up around
W A,
A.
Storz and many others thought that
i he mountain
W3s in a state of erup-- i
tion. This mountain is of volcanic
origin and there is a large crater on
top.
It is said that two or three
scientists from Denver are now In- vestigatlng.

OON'T SCOWL;
YOUNG
FEEL
EXERCISE;
TAKE ICE COLD
BATHS; SLEEP AND USE NO
BEAUTY LOTIONS.
.

How, pray how, MrsLaatry, do you
do It?
The days may come and days may
go, but will you sad your loveliness
go on forever?
Iiadlea grown stout, ladies withered
by the stains of time, ladies standing
. on
the desolating brink of, say 45,
;
have hurled to the feet of the Jersey
I.ily an avalanche of imploring missives, praying for light upon the eternal question of how to baffle Father
Time. Even since Mrs. Lantry landed
on these shores, her .press agent
presslvely asserts, her mall had been
delivered in moving Tans. Each and
every letter contains some such ap.
peal as this:
"Dear Mrs. Langry: I am a woman
ne
of between 25 and 60 years.
wrinkles are In my face. Deep circles frame my eyes. The double chin
has found an anchorage. And you
oh, you, at 35 to 40 are so beautiful.
Not a wrinkle, not a sign of age. How
do you do It?"
The Jersey Lily has opened foer
heart and here tells the secret. These
are her words:
"Feeling yonn? is looking young.
That is all. Mind over matter, you
know. I do aot worry and therefore
do not scowl. Scowling makes wrinkles.
"A young, elastic mind will preserve
a young elastic bod. What more can
I say.?"
Is that all Mrs. Langtry?"
' That covers the whole .question.
A young mind demands exercise. That
1 have In plenty.
It keeps one wen
and health waits upon beauty.
' Powder and beauty lotions? Yes,
any other
lor stage makeup. No, forcomplexion?
time. lou want a pink
Proper food, good exercise, right living and" soap and water will give It
to you. Right living demands proper
Bleep. I demand nine hours of sleeping ret in each 24.
THE

thlriy-thrc- e

fire-cen-

1.23.

a

pairs school

boys,

heavy

rib-

bed seamless, silk
flnsh,

black and
tan. The Leader,
our regular 2c
seller, during sale
2 pairs for 25c.

J. D. Eakin, President
O. Giomi, Vice President

ooooocoooooooe

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachecht, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

'

Successors to

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

-

A GIOMI.

WMOLCBALK OMALKRS IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
vrythlag
W

to outfit tbo
kpmost fastidiousInbarstock
complete

eau.?.been PP,ntel exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C, Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, w. H. McBrayei-- s Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other etandard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by ug from the best Tlneriei,
Distilleries and Breweries In .the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and ITice Wat.
issued to dealers only.

j

INTERNATIONAL

LIVE

STOCK

EXPOSITION

j
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HELPLESS PARALYTIC
SUPPORTED BY ADOPTED SON
Willie Shakespeare, the adopted sun
of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Shakes-pcare- ,
lives with his mother, corner of
Hemlock' street and Copper avenue,
iays the Demlng Graphic. To support
his mother and keep the wolf from
her door Willie works on the night
shift at the Santa Fe round houce,
When he returned to his humble home
oa last Saturday morning he was sur-- i
prised and greatly shocked to find his
mother lying helpless on the floor. She
had received a paralytic shock at 2
o'clock in the morning and since that
iiour had been lying where Will found

j

:

j

her.
She was first cared for

i
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so above Tularosa the other day at,
the moutli of the canyon, says the
Alamogordo Advertiser.
Jose Samora, an old man who lives
in Tularosa, was shot by Jeise Durau,
near the latter'a ranch and died a few
hours later. The cause of the shooting has not yet been cleared of u
great deal of mystery. Samora, accord ing to his ante morten statemeut
was harvesting
corn when Uuran
drove up in a wagon and asked him
here lie could water his horses. Samora replied that he could water them
ft the ditch, and the latter Jumped
out with a shot gun at the tirno re
marking that ho would show him not
insult married women. He shot
him with a shot gun and then pulled
:i icvoUer nnd
fired five times, two
of ihe bullets, in addition to t ho load
of
all took effect. The shot
bis side, perforating the intcs-Miuiu was takes to Tularosa nnd
!r. response to a message Dr. Hryan
went nji to perform an operation, but
is wms too late and he died. Durau,
man who did the shexiting at once
nt in to Tularosa and gave himself
up to lite officers and was brought to
Otero comity jail. According to
Tulanii-i- i
information, those who know
much. ni,out the afTatr are not Inclined
'o tall., so the vxact provocation is
r

NEW" PICTURE

OF THE JERSEY' UI.Y

the life out of it with hot Irons,
nor have I bleached It dry No, no,
five minutes of brushing end It is naturally wary.
"Light clothiuff Insures good circulation. That U an Inviolate rule with
Mind
me. There is nothing more.
over matter says all this In a word."

"Bathlag?
Yes, frequent bathing
in Icy cold water summer and winter.
That is an indispensable essential.
"You Insist upon knowing how I
keep my hair In condition? Wei), I
brusu It twice a day and do it up.
Once la awhle I have It dressed and
the scalp massaged. I have not burn

ed

241, acres entered, 35,490. Total number of desert land entries, 178, acres

SCIENCE PREVENTS

23,173.

DEATH

OF fsllNER

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

GOOD

RECOGNITION
RECLAIMED FROM GRAVE BY
SKILL OF PHYSICIANS.

CRUSHED BEYOND

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office. Small IloldlDg
Claim No. 2999.
orlgi-- j

At the Sisters' hempita!, Trinidad,
Thursday night, it was mated that
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 13, 190e.
Notice ia hereby Eiven that the fol there was mucii tnane-- e ior eue; m'- lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice of John Perko. injured I u the big coal
of his Intention to make final proof In full at the Piedmont mine a few day j
suppuri oi u:s eiaim uuuer bcchuub ago, says mo Aaveriiwr.
16 and 17 of the act of March 8. 1891
Perko was brought to the hospital
(26 Stats., 854.), as amended by the in un iiueoiiscious condition.
Ills
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., whole body at nrBt seemed to have
470), and that said proof will be made been crushed In. Even the doctors
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at upon a cursory examination suid that
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 6, the man's back was broken and that
19ut. viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of ho would die.
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2.. Then
science stepped iu. Tlw doc19,
3 and 4, Secfion
Township 11 tors began
to put fortn their bebt
North, Range 6 East.
fckill.
patient was put on a
The
lie names the following witnesses swinging bed
with air cuahlous
to prove his actual continuous ad- Weights
were placed at the feet and
verse possession of said tract for
posti
twenty years next preceding the sur- head to draw off all the weight
vey of the township, viz: Francisco, bio from pressing aglnst the spine.
An operatlon was performed ami
Montez, Leonard Skinner, J. M. Skin-tie- r
It was declared sucand Marcelino Crespiu, all of Car- - late Friday night
cessful, lude-ed- ,
so far was the surwho de.ires to protest gery skill and medical kuowledge of
,. .n,.,...,,,..
nf sni,, mf worth that the more sanguine declare
or who knows of any substantial rea-io- n that be will ultimately recover.
In Mew of the frightful condition
under the laws find regulations
of the interior department why such of this miner bis ease 1 erne that
proof should not be allowed will be reflects the very highest credit upon
civeti an nnitrirtnntt v fit tliA filiOvew everyone connected with the Sist.
time and place to
hospital. Iu thU iiiui.'s case be ha;
auiiae the witnesses of said claimant, indeed been literally nia,'''' d iron
end to offer evidence in rebuttal of the Krave
that viibml'ted v claimant.
Ack for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
BREAD and tika rt
j

The original homestead entries
were divided among the various counties of the district as follows:
iiirnalillo, 3; Colfax, 7; Guadalupe,
14; MeKiuley, none; Mora, D; Kio Ar- rti'H, none; San Juan, 4; han Miguel,
aie.nc.a,
Tiie final homesteads were: Colfax,
10; 1!mu iltipe, 0; Mora, 12; Hlo Armloval, 1; Santa Fe, 1;
riba, 1;
Socorro, Z, ..u .luan, 2; San Miguel,
7; T'orruuce, 2; Valencia, 4.
-,

.

Ifce desert lurd entries were; v.ua-2: San Juan, 2; Toniince, 1
Tb..-- total number or origin:! ' :oiie-hince January i t is
i.te:ed enirie-1.SC1, acres entered.
2i.SSK. 'K. 'l
eiitric.
jiWi-lif :ii :;!
1

4- -

1

,
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cross-ex-dalup-
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known.

COMING
November
M

JVENTS
The maiu

14

and

the

November

15. Uncle Jo?!i.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
December 10 The Holy City.
December 14 King of Triumphs-.

Dtvi mber

29.
31

Hooligan's Troubles.
My Wife's Faintly.

Made Happy For Life.

t.r.

happiness came Into the liouif
superintendent,
a' S' Albans, W. Va.. when bis little
(iaioil. er was
from the
restored
lr. ant'il romplulnt he namcK. He says:
'M;daughter
hail St. Vitus'
title
'Itui'-.which yielded to no treatment
gr.-steadily worse until as a best
re,i.v we tried Klectric Hitters; aiiu
i. .in.
i my three bottles
fti'cted a
i mi III. t,
cure." Quick, sure cure ior
complaluts,
general
debility,
U'rvuti.
i knesses.
' n: it.
itnnoveribhel
(iunranteed
by all
iti.l litalaria.
,ii

'. lllalr,

S.

!

l

'

.

''!

we-i-

-

j's. l'rice

roc.

York, Boston and throughout the east
and middle west last season, anu
winter. "The Maid and the Mummy"
will be anions ,tae first attractions
of ihe season at the ilks' opera house
where it Is booked for one nlgnt, November 14. The story revolves about
the sale of a supposed mummy by
Washington Stubbs. .n Impecunious
r,
to a scientist. Dr. Ell- sha Dobbins. The mummy turns out
to bo none other than S'.ubbs' maa-of-al-l
work, llollvar. There Is a pretty
love Interest in tile book. The music.
which Is from the pen of Robert Hood
Mowers, is ul) tuneful and catchy,
senile of the really famous numbers.
Peculiar Julia," "He Fell In
Love With Folly," "My Gasolene Au
tomobile," and "Oh. Gee It's Great to
Crazy."
The company altogether
unmix rs sixty people. The bulk of the
members being in the chorus, which
is claimed to be the best looking that
will leave Hroadway or Chicago this
senson. The Polly Girls, the Julia
Girls and the Foster Girls, positive
sensations last winter, will again appear in the ensembles.

GAS

actor-manage-

Th3 Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD

0e0C00
ooaaaooeKa
Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACP.

RELIEVES

;

"UNCLE JOSH" IS COMING.
T.u' aitraetion at Elks' opera bouse
on Thursday, November 15, will be the
ever reliable "I'hcIu Josh Terkins,"
I'ctouliteilly tbe most successful rural
comedy drama that ban been produced
in ytars.
It series a distinct and
blshly commendable purpose, for it
teaches in the cleverest and most
wav imuKiuable and in a
thoroughly up to date manner the)
'ruth of lb- - old sayluK, thai "love 2
will llnd a way." The chief Inter
est in the piece centers in the love ot Z
I'r.cle Josh for his youun daughter,
Nan. The entire east of "Uncle Josh
i'eikins" has been selected front
amoiiK the bent known, most widely
experienced and most conscientious
aeiors and actiVKses of the American
Haitiv Tit., niecf Ik most elaborately
stased, and equipped with beautiful
scenery. The eimaiieinent Is for one

Hot

CURES

.DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIA3ETES.
I

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DRCP3Y.

i

i

pai::.

BUILDS UP THE 8Y8TEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

I Springs

s

Jii.my.

'eeiiiber

ffieYelloji of

Maid and the
Fred Warren in "The
. .
I,.
mum...y.

DAY

1906

at

rnniiEtmiiii nm

friends then was removed to tne hospital where she Is receiving proper
are and skillful treatment,
vvillie is
a noble, boy, has clung faithfully to
his mother in her loneliness, and does
all in his power for her comfort and
support; and every human heart iu
j Demlng
gties out In sincere sympathy
for hot 11 mother and son In this hour
lot' affliction.

""

8,

sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't fail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Age

kind

by

1--

For the above occasion we will sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate of
$43 25 Tor the round trip. Tickets on

i

3.C82.

iid

and also tMi
regular price

hose for girls and

citi-'..en- s

u

rSf

wide regtfnr
cents yara.

1,900

Amusements

1

or

Iinal nonie-,tc-a- d
ual iomehted. fifty-twand eighteen desert land entries
were made at the federal land office
ul Ssr.ta Fe during the tiwnt'h of
October Considering the time of the
ytsr ' Hs p good record. Seventy-tw- o
iiKlnal homestead entries
are c: J't d to Torrance county.
is th; business in detail:
133.
Original 1m mestead entries,
ucrts eut red, 20,425; final homestead
entries, C2; acres entered, 8,150; desert land entries, 18; acres entered,

;

tafiie

3,000 yards of Torchon Laces, Just arrived
very handsome patterns worth up to 15 ceats
yard, go nt choice 5 cents yard.

din-day- ,"

en-t'l'.- -d

On tiuu.lred and

$1.75, now

hap-celv-

Total number of,
entries of all kinds since January 1,
OFFICE 1906, 1,770, acres entered, 299,991.

SANTA FE
LOCATED AT
RECORD FOR PAST.
MONTH.

An excellent Muslin, 36 Inches
price 10 cents yard, during sale 7
Ladies' pure silk elbow length
taffeta fleeced elbow length Gloves

4, 6, 6

e

entered,

FEOERAUAKD

Ladies' fine ribbed Vests. Rzes
cents, now 25 cents.

well-know-

'

AT

40

n--

ILANGTRY TEILIUS
MOW SOE KEEPtS YOUNG

3LIXY

i Taos

g

ar

DISCHARGED

Qi

AMERICANS

'AY SAILS!

Y

Every Economical buyer in this city and vicinity will take advantage of
the Grand
Offerings we will make in Every Department of our store during our PAY
DAY
SALE, starting Friday, November 16, and lasting until Saturday, the 24 SPAPF
NOT PERMITTING, we mention just a few items:

MAJOR GRAHAM WILL
LEAVE INDIAN SERVICE
D. (iraham, who for many
Major
years has been agent at Zunl, hns resigned his position as agent and will
sooa leave the Indian service, pays

1

13. 1906.

L
I

n Y l."J

ft

I

II

1 1 1 1 1 1

U U Uf

I New Mexico

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FIRST

Sea Santa Fa Agent fcr round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

0000000Cs40

niiiht imly.

t

Had a Closa Call.
in-- '
"A dunperous Kiirgleal uptratloti.
iiiant A
volvin
the removal or a
ulcer 118 larue as my hand, iron i my 1
was prevented by the A
daimbler's
implication of Ituckleu's Arnica Sulve" Y
avti A. C. Stiekel, of Miletus. V. Va.

bi.

use of the Salve complete
urea eutn. burns and
JTie et nil druKl!tg.

' Teitlsteut

ly cured It."

iiijiiric.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Cutlngt; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; laafUii.
Kulleya, Grade Pars, Bsbblt MoUl; Colamus aod Iroa rroata
Bulldlnet.
Repelrm on Miming end Mill Machinery e Bpoelmlty
Alkaqaartaa, H. hX
foundry east aide et railroad track.

ft

lb

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

ALBCQUEKQUE

13, 1906.

If you buy your heater

We handle the
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
ve
to suit all.

of us.
rYIMt-'-

Pi

r
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Southern People

Vehicles

Eiear Once More

Although many remarkable
achievements of L. T. Cooper
and his medicines have been
printed from lime to time, none
are more startllngly wonderful
than his cures of deafness. ljis
phenomenal success seems to
have taken New Orleans by
storm. Every newspaper In tlv
city Is devoting columns to the
reMrls of his work. From the
small boy to the bewhlskered
grandpa, and from millionaire
to pauper, every one has some
extraordinary story to relate
that Is more remarkable than
the rest. His headquarters at
the American Drug Store U
with callers and a dozen
clerks are busy nil day long
sellinir the medicines
One can spend an interesting
hour watchlag the crowds come
and go. and listening to the
story of his patients. One man,
M. K. Garcia by name, who gave
his address as 1448 N. Robertson street. New Orleans, telling
his experience was overheard
to say that for six years he was
unable to hear without the aid
of an ear trumpet, and yet he
was apparently having no diffevery
iculty In understanding
word spoken to him In an ordinary
tone.
conversational
When asked about the result of
the treatment In his case, he
"My hearing hnd besaid:
come so poor that I had to give
up my position. For the past
six years I have not been able
to hear without the aid of a
trumpet and of late even then
only when spoken to In a very
1
loud voice.
also suffered
from RheuniHlisni, which had
partially crippled nie, began
UBlng Cooper's New Discovery
and also his Quick Relief medicine aliout ten days ago and noticed a slight Improvement after
The rheuthe first few days.
matic pains gradually left me
and Inside of a week I was able
to walk almost as well ns ever.
My hearing has been entirely

own lives.
As the breakdown of the Santa Fe
train occurred after It passed the last
".jlegraph Rtatlon they had ao opportunity t.) gel word to the dispatcher's

BRIDGE-BEAC-

PAGE SEVEN.

O0C00C0OCOC0C

sharp curve the Salt Iake freight,
bowling along at a rapid rate, making
it ImiMwsible to come to a stop In
tlnio to prevent a collision.
Almost before the Santa Fe trainmen knew of the Impendlag danger
the big Salt Lake engine ploughed
Into the rear of the caboose, crushing
to his death Hrakeman I.. It. Gould,
who happmed to be working on the
ecgiiie. The engine crew on the
Salt Lake train did everything they
could to lessen t lie Impact of the collision, and then Jumped to save their

Hot Times
Are Coming

KVESIXO CITIZEN.

of-fl-

...AND...

us:ore now and all trace of
rheumatism has entirely disap1 have
peared.
accepted my
old position again and am now
1 consider
working every day.
my case remarkable, as I have
tried manw remedies without
any relief and could hardly
that any medicine could
effect such results in so short
a time If I had not been
through It myself."
Miss I), llarkenger, lu26 Magazine street, another caller, related a peculiar
experience
which, though not as remarkable as that of Mr. Garcia, is
worthy of note. She said: "I
have been troubled with head
noises, buzzing In the ears, for
some time and have been unable to find anything that would
help me. I was hard of hearing, which was a source of
much annoyance
and embarrassment.
Mr. Cooper's New
Discovery and Quick Relief
medicines have wrought a wonderful change In my condition
in one week.
The buzzing,
roaring noises In my head have
entirely ceased, ami I can hcr
everything distinctly.
I am
more than grateful for my cure,
and am only sorry that I did not
know of these wonderful medicines long ago."
Ij. T. Cooper Is the man who
created a sensation In the east
with his medicines and who. In
St. liOnis a short time ago, after
effecting a number of startling
cures, mudo a personal tour of
the slums, seeking the wi.ithy
poor amonog whom he illi
a small fortune In won v
and several carloads of enables.
t'ooptv's
His preparations,
New Discovery and Cooper's
Quick Relief, ns they are called,
have had a phenomenal sale Li
Albuquerque since their Introduction here, and at ,1. H.
O'Reilly & Co.'s drug store it is
said that the preparations are
proving remarkably successful.

Harness
at Reduced

be-lie-

Prices.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
of their' delay, so tho Salt lake
NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
rain had received no word of the fact
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
that the track was blocked ahead of
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.
them.
The caboose on the Santa Fe train
was smashed to kindling wood and
THE FURNITURE MAN
i3?
several cars ahead of It were more
Corntr
and Tljtra Arena
BOTH PHONES
'SUPERIOR
Corner Coal and Second
or less splintered. Two cars oa the
.AIR TIGHT.
Salt Lake train In the rear of the en- eine were tel scoped and t nc engine
coat of kalcomlnlnR will soon give badly wrecked.
tho interior of the building as attracWE FILL
tive an appearance ns it had In its LAND BUSINESS AT
liest days. Also a I arse heater will
PRESCRIPTIONS
RIGHT
noon be Installed, which wilt remove
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEone Berious objection to attending
SANTA FE OFFICE
At
Consistent
cold
building
In
In
the
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
Coiii:i i.i.- .1 (). Dodte has returned
Captain Mathews expects
Prices
COMMERCE.
from his vaculon In Ios Anscles, and weather.
a
have the building in as nearly
has resinned his luties on the Grand to
perfect condition as possible in a RECORD FOR FIRST TEN DAYS
Canyon road.
SIXTY-SEVEOF NOVEMBER
time.
short
ORIGINAL HOMESTEAD ENMrs. A. Lovell, wife of the Santa
TRIES.
Fe superintenden' of motive power, COLD WINTER SHOULD
THEN BE WELCOMED.
arrivod at thH Mvurado last night
Business for November at the fed
Another cold winter like the last
from Chicago.
212 NORTH SECOND STREET
will about relieve White Oaks of all eral land office, located In nunta ire.
Coorst lrvfiie, hotter known as the old shacks which have been stand promises to compare favorably with
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
THE
LATEST
"Seotty," has kIvc np his passenger ing as unsightly relics of former that of the preceding month, and If
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF
run on the Grand Canyon road to fire years, say the Outlook. Some of them the entries continue coming In the
on tho water run wJth S. O. Miller,
may nave a history either pleasant or balance of the month as satisfactorily
Carriages, Buggies,
.
unsavory, have been the nucleus oi as the first few days they will exceed
S. D. Emerson and Wi J. Powers, happy homes,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Innocent, in number those of October. During
sheltered
who are engaged la the Installation laughing children or have been the the first ten days of this month there
system
In
shops
the
of rendezvous of rustlers and thieves, have been filed sixty-seve- n
of the bonus
original
Harness & Saddles,
Am
tho Santa Fe, arrived at the Alvarado yet
The Estancla
they have all outlived their use- homestead entries.
algnt.
last
fulness or their symmetry as land- valley Is still the mecca for the
central part of
C. O. Johnson succeeded M. E. Cory marks and should disappear from the homeseekers in the following
Is the
the territory. The '
as station agent for the Santa Fe at landscape.
business in detail:
Silver City. Mr. Johnson comes from
Original
homestead entries, 67;
the Magdalena office and previous to BOYS PLAY RAILROAD
IN SILVER CITY acres entered, 10,221 ; final homestead
that was agent at Fierro.
entries, 2; acres entered, 320; desert
ALBUQUkVmQUkT, NEW MEXICO
Two little boys were playing railMr. and Mrs. John Weber of Toledo, road the other day on Bullard street. lan dentrles, 10; acres entered, 1,440.
The original homestead entries
Ohio, are visiting the latter's parents, Silver City, each represeating a train
Mr. nod Mrs. J. O. Weber of No. 611 and they were to go to a certain block wore divided among the various counMr. Weber Is and meet at a certain corner, says the ties of the district ns follows;
South Third street.
MERCHANT TAILORING
Bernalillo, 1; Colfax, 2; Guadalupe,
master mechanic at Toledo for the Enterprise. One was to represent the
5; McKinley, 3; Mora, 2; R4o Arriba,
Clover Leaf railroad.
Santa Fe, aad the other the Southern none; San Juan, none; San Miguel, 9;
m
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Pacific.
The Southern Pacific hoy Sandoval,' none; Santa Fe, 6; SocorA new wrecking derrick arrived at
AVENUE, O. BAMRAILROAD
went
corner,
the
started,
but
the
to
ro, none; Taos, none; Torrance, 38;
Winslew last week. It Is one of the
All Kinds ef Freah and Salt Mute
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
boy
was
sight.
in
Santa
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until
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The final homestead entries were:
EMIL KLEINWORT.
starting
where
he
Fe
found
Saata
the
My merchant tailoring snop la up- Maaonlo Building, North Third Street
at WIihIow was sent to San Bernar- hoy
Torrance, 2.
calmly waiting.
209 West Railroad aveover
No.
dino wtth the lieal crew la charge.
were:
San
stairs
The
land
entries
desert
"What's the matter with you," yell- - Juan, 1;
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
HEAD
Torrance 9.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria L. Osborne and ed the Southern Pacific boy angrily,
the public. All work guaranteed fl rat-The total number of original hometwo ehlldren departed from Williams "Ain't you going to play?" "Course 1 stead
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
entries since January 1 is
for Wlnslow, Mr. Osborne "caving re--! am replied tho Santa Fe train, "but 1,428; acres entered, 251,54'J.
perience in the business. Suits made
Total
signed his position as fireman on lue in six hours late.'
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
number of final homestead entries,
log ram. At Wlaslow he expects to
repaired. The (tyeclflo I use will not
35,810.
Total
243; acres entered,
with Raaoe ft Manner..
successfully pass the examination, A MAGAZINE FOR
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garment
of desert land entries, 188;
number
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Office, 115 North First St.
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full
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as
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walking
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24,613.
and
number
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entered,
Total
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It Is rumored that beginning with
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
engiaeer. TIs old place on the log
to
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Give
order.
a
trial.
kinds
of
since
all
of
entries
run has been taken by E. J. Hardesty, the first, of December the employes of 1, 1906,
BAMBINI.
O.
311,972.
entered,
1,849;
acres
Saata Fe are to have a magazine
one ef Sam Miller's old side kickers. the
published exclusively for the Santa
TOT I A OR API
of
All ef the seven men rounded up Fe employes of all departments
PENNYROYAL
MOTT'S
FORGING
PILLS
CARRIZOZO
company.
Dealers In Groceries, Provision i, Haa,
The proposition is being
express office at the
after the wells-FargThiy overcome WmiknM,
Grain and Fuel.
Alamogordo was looted last' week, promoted bya Santa Fe employe anil
anil omltonttitireiin vigor
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
lid baninh " unltm of nienrtru
were tnraed loose. Two of them were ihe rumor is confirmed by reliable
-ALONG;
Tliey
IV MTtr"
1.
lion."
parties
and Cigars. Place your order tea
J1GHT
at the Santa Ve office.
tune eut of jail the next morning,
Uftrm-- womanhood, aulluif d
vlortnipnl or orjran mid body. No
The road itself, or the officials, have
this line with ns
and ef the remaining five three were
known rmrlv fr wmen eq'tali
NORTH THIRD BTKEV&
th'Hi. (.'anin it do harm life be-glvea their freedom later as the evi- nothing to do with the publication of Special Correspondence.
V. hv mull.
Mnitl y lttirjtta.
dence against them did not warrant lifchers, although now employed by
13. The., new rail- Nov.
Carrlzozo,
JO..UelW,tk
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afOTT
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"ii preliminary hearing.
Two were road, if
M. DRAGOIE
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the plan Is carried out, will way shops here have been running
held lor preliminary trial, after which resign their
several flays now and things are In j
positions
give
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Dftiilof Iti
acgo,
'
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Judge O'Reilly let them
whole time to the publication of the readiness for the change of the divl- GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
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count ef Insufficient evidence to hold magazine. It will
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them ever.
"Santa Fe Kmployes' Magazine" and few days.
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a
time
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all over the system, current thirty-rooannex to the railway
appears that he has quit hammering
headed back to Pitsburg, sleeping
Automatic phone 461.
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"a man needed his nerve tn those
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WITH 43 YEARS HARD WORK.
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i
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stones?"
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I'll never forget the time I pulled out
which are being made a success. cy iu a lew weens.
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There are 55,000 employes In the vari
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E. T. Special Corrensoj ndence.
of
traveling
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raid. For a week wo kept after him
General Repair Shop.
AND THEY JOINED UNION ous departments of the Santa Fe sys&.
iu town today looking
Not sick, until he was captured at Smith's Fer- Cleveland, O., Nov. 13.
as it does 10.to,o overS. W. was
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packed and crated; gate
Furniture
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me
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I
wore out three firemen that
local
the accounts
uubi .inhn rv Shimmln.
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east arrived over tho Santa Fe yester- miles of road in fourteen states and
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"
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every
,
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reason to
there
day morning to begin work in the
who has whizzed more people safely
o
ti E,:w h?xX
For almost 11 years now I've pull
Ui,h,
in,
shops, says the San Bernardino Sua. believe that the employes can have
Next to Walton's drug store, Boat'
over the Allegheny mountains than ed a Pennsylvania flyer knocking
town,
instruction
"
off
magazine
a
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not
that
only
Third
street.
While the men were in charge of the
be
l
places,
any other engineer in the country. the miles at till an hour, and somefrom other
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a
times
by
down
of
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lifetime
Broken
ers
as
well.
shops, they were intercepted by union
erected on homestead claims near ing, he Is an unwilllag prisoner at his
pickets ad five of the number induc"tiuess its the pace that wears
town, Carrlzozo presents quite a busy
rmm
out, for my brother Hugh, who was
DRAINING A PURSE
ed to leave the party. They left later LIFE CRUSHED OUT
home In this city
days.
i appearance
pleasant
fall
BRAKEMAN
these
OF
GOULD
In the day for Los Angeles. I he men
INSURANCE.
I'm a poor loafer," and the light.44 'H" on the lMhe Shore, petered
No-gIn
Sunday
given
a
was
rear
at
A
dance
forecollision
social
end
Secretary
Building aaaoei
Mutual
way
are employed In the east under con- nooa
out the same
and Is recuperet
we
Salt Lake freight No.
on the evening of the 6th, and that gleamed In Ms steay, gray eyes lug at Pasadena, Cal. But there's no Is not our source of livelihood
tlon. Office at 217 Weat lUllrea
tracts to go into the shops, most of 232 between
,
of
Ivory
splendid
belled
the
tint
the
and Santa Fe freight No. 34, lioth was attended by a number of Carrlthem as apprentices.
out to my brother William, who believe In giving honest work-- honest avenue.
east bound, two milea south of Vlctor-ville- , zozo young people who reported a face standing out cameolike against wear
been 45 years with the Lake materials, for Tionest money. If there
has
armspacious
the
the
leather
dark
of
Cal., L. B. Gould, a brakeman very enjoyable time.
MARRIAGE OF JAMES FITCH
chair. The serve that knocks off a Shore. He's tougher than whalebone. is a single thing wrong with your
TO MISS IVY HOVEY. on the Santa Fe train, was Instantly '
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
"But I'm not done for yet, and the plumbing no matter how little, no
mile in 35 seconds Is still there. Only
Famous Strike Breaker.
"Mr. and Mrs. John Payne Hovey killed.
lightning
has
a
steadied
that
hand
ex.
weakened.
has
flesh
The most famous strike breakers in the
matter how big we'll he glad to at LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSThe Santa Fe train bad gotten withannounce the marriage of their daugh"I've pulled a passenger train 43 press thousands of miles tarough tend to It properly,
Life
land are Dr. King's New
FER STABLES.
ter. Ivy Susan, to Mr. James Grimes in two miles of Victorvllle when It 'he
attend to it at
night
flight
tapped
wild
arm
years
or
i's
the
never
a
killed
hurt
on
aud
Horses and Males Bought and Ki
had a mishap with Its engine whlcli Fills, WTif n liver and bowels go
Fitch, on Wednesd;', the thirty-firs- t
expense.
reasonable
easy
impatiently.
My
was
senger
chair
employe.
pull
of
the
or
first
quickly settle the trouble,
changed.
of October, nineteen hundred and six, delayed It considerably. A brake- - ' stri..i
"I may still round out to my 70
of Pittsburg on tho old C. At P.
anv trains and be nurifvlne work noes rizht on.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Tacoma, Washington," so read an- man was uent back in
Satur-deal- y
years
Penasylvanla
when
'i;2.
men
all
up
In
we'd
have
Sometimes
tie
Standard Plum&Lng & Keating Co Second Street, between Railroad and
nouncements received In the city the that might, be coming that way. Sud-- Best cure for constipation, headache day
nisht in Bellaire and every man to retire."
Copper Avenue.
there hove in sight around the and dizziness." 25c at all druggists.
first of the week.
The groom is a
son of Captain and Mrs. A. II. Fitch,
formerly of Magdalena, but now of
Hollywood, Cal. He is a most worthy
young: man and has a large circle of
H
friends In New Mexico to wish him
and his bride abundant happiness.
Socorro Chieftain.
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ALAMOGORDO.

While returning to her homo north-west- ,
of town tho other evening Mrs.
Willie Wuison suffered a serious ac- bleat which nearly cost her life, says
the Alamogordo News.
At the railroad crossing sh,. was
watching an aprpoaching train and
did Biit see a light engine that was
comlag from the other direction. The
engiae ran Into the rig, kllleii the
horse and bruised Mrs. Watson severely. She is now reported to be recovering nicely from the physical and
n
shock.
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Father Rides

fl

on Passes.

A aa roily on "Kverylsidy Works but
Kalher,' atiiled '"Everybody Wals
but Father" Is being circulated among
the officers and employes of the Missouri Pacific & Iron Mountains system. H refers to the provisions in the
new interstate couuntrce act against
tree trausportathm and reads:
Kverybody walks bat father.
lie rides around all day,
Pig niogu! on a railroad.
Me don't have to pay.
Little Johnny's walking.
Also brother Will.
So's the whole ljni family,
his hill.
Since ll'pburu nas-e- d
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OPERA
HOUSE BEING IMPROVED.)
("apt. T. .1. Mathews U still linprov- ing Hie condition of ihe opera house,'
says the Chieftain. The walls, which
had been damaged by water, have
now been repaired and the fallen plasgood
tering has been replaced.
.
SOCORRO'S
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its Location

OF ALBUQUERQUE. N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF TUB MAIN
LEADING
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
KANSAS
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FHANCIPCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO. EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
I.Ofii) BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL I.AKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB;. A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ES- -,
TABLISHMENTS: THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARCE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, KliOUR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
THIiT NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
HELEN IS

I
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o

31 MILKS
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COME

TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

K0C000000
KOOO0tOC

A Railway Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL. AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OP THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVE!
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; T1TLH PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
OUR

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
JOHN 8ECKER,

Pies.

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

PRICES

ONE-TU1R-

D

S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

SeCjf.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

SiLDUQUERQDE

fAOE EIGHT.

her burleKqiip of Creators, the eccen-trie bandmasler. This burlesque is
Riven In the second net of "The Maid
and follow
the
and thp Mummy,
song nit, "The Little Village Cut-up.- "
W. H Jack, "'e enttle grower of
Silver liltv and recently a candidate
on the republican ticket for county
commissioner In Grant county, was in
the cltty last night. Mr, Juck was
returnlnir from a two weeks' visit to
New York City. As a consequence of
his Inability to bp at liomp during
election he' was defeated by n small
majority.
Robert I. Steen, wlio travels for the
Jones Paddock Tea and Coffee company of San Francisco, is spending
several davs In Albuquerque prepara
tory to a visit In Denver. He reports
that San Friinrisro is rebuilding with
phenomenal rapidity and that bis concern will be located In their new six
story building by January 15. Mr.
Steen his beta rather unfortunate In
the matter of fires, adding to bis San
Francisco experience, the one at
Needles ami another at Globe, Ari-

1

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL

NXliyWEST

1

RAILROADAYEy

Trlnle Link. Kebekah Lodsc ..o. 1
will meet this evening at 7:30 at Odd
Kel lows' ball
A regular meeting of the Woman
K:ll'f Corps was avid thin afternoon
at Hcd Mens ball.
K. Curtrieht. special officer fur

Felt Shoes and Slippers

Ms Vegas, attend
the Santa
Inir tho trlnl of the Hlaek trot hers,
who are accused of holiliriK up
Frisco train In the Indian Territory
W. E. Griffith came In from Santa
Fe last evening. He is territorial game
and fish warden and Is on the lookout
for a number of persons who have
been violating the gume laws In north
ern New Mexico.
Judge A. J. Abbott, attorney for the
ueblo Indiana in New Mexico, came
tn from the Capital City last night
and will leave today with oiuer off!
clalg for a visit to some of the Indian
villages.
tars. B. A. Sanders, who was
business in old Albuquerque and thl
city years ago, is again here, as the
guest of Mrs. Charles Bonsall, of old
town. Mrs. Sanders may be induced
to reside here permanently In the fa
ture,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hungale enter
tained a number of their friends at
a card party last night at their home
soum jnirn street, I'rogressive
"High Five was the game. The prizes
were won by Mrs. Uvlngston and
Ke. In In

Shoes and Slippers
a Pa" f our
and be prepared for the cold weather which
is sure to come. They look neat, keep your feet
warm, wear well and are very reasonable in price.

RV

Men's Felt Shoes, leather faced
$2.00
leather sole
Men's Felt Shoe, high top, Felt
old

$2.25

Men', Felt Slipper, felt sole

.75

Felt Slipper, leather

aole 1.50

Men'

Women' Felt Shoe, leather oie 1.25
Women's Felt Shoe leather faced
$1.35 to $1.85
Women' Felt Slipper, Felt Sole .60
Women's Felt Juliete, fur trimmed, red, black, green or brown
$1.25

SAUCES

to

$1.50

AND CONDIMENTS.

purchased at F. F. Trotter'
When
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This I because we always procure toe best manufactured.
e find out Bret what brands are Tellable nd personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
AOs. 118

and

120

CEO, W. HICKOX.

South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

The Holiday ere rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
we, and anticipating
repetlon of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we hare purchased the finest line of Rich
a
'Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display la our salesroom. South Second 6treet, and we cordially Invite
year early Inspection. Special attention paid to mall Inquiries.

,

than do

addl-tiltio-

The

Hickox-Mayriat-

New

Mexico's

9ontl In Voir

Co.

d

Leading

Jewelers

tor Ropmlr

Wmteliom

THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH SECOND

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO.

s

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

No

Waste Fuel

The Wilson Hot Bla3t Heater is so constructed that it burns into actual heat every ounce of
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
Not only does it cut fuel bills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
Start a fire in a

pal

Mil

WILSON

IIIHIIIIIIIIIIHWHII

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
and it will be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
vou to keep fire for 3G hours.

:p!fjjjj)

ALBUOUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

SOLE AGENTS

VERI

mm

THE

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
Watches, Jewelry. Cut GUm, C!or.
bur trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Diamonds,,

s$

4

44

J

3

fr fr 4
--

silver,,-

44

w, invito
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4
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B. Mc.Manus.

The Elks of this city will hold
regular meeting at their lodge room
tomorrow (Wednesday) night, at 7:30
sharp. Lodge matters will be trans
acted, so as to allow members the op
portunity to attend "The Maid and the
Mummy" show.
Miss IJIIy Ix Boeuf, u
Creole impersonator and reader, will
give an entertainment at the A. M. E
c thuhhcrslPeCMCMro ilodawllodawol
church this evening.
The proceeds
derived from the entertainment, after
aall expenses are paid, will go toward
helping to pay church expenses.
Dr. E. H. Keys, former president of
the School of Mines of Socorro, who
has been a visitor in Albuquerque
since yesterday, will probably depart
for home this evening.
Dr. Keyes
has been traveling In Old Mexico for
the past two months, incidentally no
ing a Wt or scientific research.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Goodmnn
newly wedded rouple, returned thi
morning irom their uoiuynioon, spen
in Mexico. They visitiM all the nrln
clpal cities of the sister republic, and
report having had a most delightful
well-know-

time,
O. C. Boyd, a victim of tuberculosis.
died this morning on tram No. 7 at

Grants station. He was alone and his
ticket indicated that he was on his
way to Phoenix from Denver. 1 he re
main were removed and are now at
the undertaking establishment of W
F. Kuckenbecker where they await in
structions regarding disposal.
John McOilllvray died at Inverness
Scotland, on the 19th of October. In
the 71st year of his age. He was the
father of the four McGillivray broth
ers, Angus, Duncan, John ad Allen,
tne wen known Torrance county
sheep growers. John had just return
ed to tms country from a visit to his
tamer, wno was in apparently good
neaitn wnen he left nim
William H. Modlln. foreman for tho
Albuquerque Lumber company, and
miss Naomi Ruth Bnerer of Durango.
uoio., were united In marriage last
evening. The ceremony took place at
G o
clock and was performed bv Her.
J. C. Rollins et his residence. 31B
West Huning avenue, in the presence
of a few intimate friends. The couple
win reside at 301" North Edith street
Yesterday afternoon, at tho res!
dence of J. H. Hatcher, on North
Fifth street, U B. Kelsey, a Santa Fe
fireman, was united in marriage to
Miss Kate Horn, formerly chief clerk
at the "Hawley on the Corner store,
Miss May Hatcher and Mr. William
Gunther stood up with the couple,
Only a few intimate friends of the
couple were present to witness the
tying of the nuptial knot
Advance sales of seats for "The
Maid and the Mummy," which apt-arat the Elks' opera house, tomorrow
evening, havo been unprecedented.
l he Beats were placed on sale yester
day morning and this morning loss
than a hundred remained
Manager Mat son stated that not. with
in his recollection has any show
drawn like "The Maid an i the
Mummy."
Rev. Samuel Blair D.D., the rcenUy
appointed superintendent of tt New
Mexico English mission,
tua been
spending a few days in this city. Dr.
Blair la the successor of the welt
known and greatly beloved Dr Morrison and like his predecessor Is a resi
dent of El Paso. On Sunday Dr. Blair
preached twico in the Iead Avenue
church. He goeg from here to Las
Vegas and Santa Fe
Miss Trlxle Evergreen
of "The
Maid and the Mummy" company, Is
one of the cleverest burlesquers on
the American stage. Nothing more
true to life has been contributed to
the American elage than her impersonation of a tiuop girl, unless It be
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J. C. Nelson, assistant superintendent of the Western Union Tclngraph
company, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., i in the city; cheeking out
T. E. Gargan and checking in I.. T.
Delaney, who today assumed the manMr, and
agement of the local office.
Mrs. Garwau will leave tonight for
Denver and the best wishes of a host
or friends will accompanay them to
It Is understood
their new home.
that Mr. Gargan will be connected
with the Western Union company at
Denver.
Francisco Sedillo, who was the can
didate for sheriff on a ticket gotten up
by Dnvld Denham and who received
four votes out. of 4,2o) cast In the
county, loaded himself with booze
this afternoon, and on South Second
street. In front of Keppler's Btore,
cursed everybody who chanced to pass
by him.
friends state that Sedillo
was celebrating the extraordinary
close race he ran lor sheriff on Tuesday, Nov. 0. In any event, it Is a
pity that au officer was not present to
yank Mr. Sedillo off to the cttv has- -'
tile.
Maximo Gutierrez and his three
sons have been arrested by Sheriff
Armljo, charged with attempting to
break In the election booth of pre
Grlegos, on last
cinct No. X, at
They were released at
election day.
the court bouse yesterday, after fur
nishing bond.
The sheriff is after
two other men who are said to bo
Implicated in the attempt. It Is said
the Gutierrez- family knows something
about the disappearance of tho bal
lot, box stolen from the precinct on
the night of November 7.
The box
was taken from one of the Judges who
was knocked down and overpowered
by several men. who took the box
from him. An investigation is pend
The ladies of St. John s Guild will
give a New England supper at Guild
hall Jrlday evening, November It!,
from 5:30 to 8 o'clock. The nubile
s cordially invited to attend and en-oa good home-cooksupper. 35
cents a plate. Good service aid plen- y 10 eat.
oNow is the time to get your Christ
mas presents ready. You very likely
will make some knit slippers, and lu
that case we want to supply you with
tne necessary lamb s wool soles.. We
have them In all sizes for men, wo
men and children, and the prices run
from 20o to' S5c. C. May's Shoe Store,
AM West Railroad avenue.

two-pie-

DR. J. E. KRAFT. FORMERLY LO
CATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
BARNETTE BUILDING,
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

Wool
per suit.

two-pie-

ce

suits, good weight, only $i.$r
V..

L.

FURNITURE SALE.
fho following household articles
re for sale and can be seen at any
imo at 421 South Third street: Three
edroom sets, two ruga and carnet.
chairs and rockers. 2 sanitary cots,
id slating. Home Comfort ranee, lin
oleum, kitchen cabinet and outfit of
kitihfn utensils. All of there articles
re hi good condition and aro free
from contamination: no sick persons
ivlng been in the house.
We do it right. ROUGH DRY. Im- erial Laundry Co.
NO

A

caa-clldl-

e

e

CM

8

mnd mmtmil

,

$12.00
TO:

OO

We think you will be convinced on
you will favor us with a call.

Coal and Coke

Beat American Block
16.50
Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Larger Size
9.50
Domestic Ga Coke
s.00
Green Mill wood,
load
$2.25
ory Mill Wood, per load
2.75
Factory Block, per toad
3.00
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
In All Size.
Phone
Black, 280
Auto. 416

these points it

pr

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

It Will Pay You to Trade With
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Bmtween Railroad and Ccppmr A va.
HEATING

STEEL RANGES
With Reservoir and

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
MAHARAN. 516 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
APPLES WITH
NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.
o
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to bo washed over. Imperial I.aun- rv Co.

,

Woman's Exchange is the only

Kxchanse,

401

West Hatlroad

MRS. M. C. WILSON

... DXALMR

IN

S 8.00 and up
1

A LARGE

N. M.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THK
COLOMBO

HALL

Emission 50c

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

J5c, 10c &

5c

ARTICLES
IN

ASSORTMENT

1

ABUNOANGE

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
I

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
I

-

1

-

ft

o
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
'

Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
Round

.

.'.

Oak,

National

and

Peninsular

Healing Stoves.

COAL

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

WHITNEY COMPANY,

0

The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
DOC -

PLUMBERS AND
TINNERS

WH - JACK

trt

113, 118, 11T, Mouth rirat
4oi, 403, North rirmftroot

!f

V

j.
:

"a

pure food

"ji'iinvjAUTY tuajumio.

.ABSOLUTELY

PURE..

Albuquerque, New Mexico

BLUE POINTS

7?
r.:

Winchester Arnt and Ammatlttea,
Hercules Pewder sod High Explosives.

Agents:

i

the aristocracy among oysters
i
FORM
equal them in delicacy
:
1:
of flavor or in the purity of their
cAM.0yrr&r.
'vft
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the
United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.
.

These oysters closely resemble the H!iu Toint in their delicacy of flavor and ulump, white meat;
but are much larger, and conn- from the north shore of Long Island Instead of the south snore, the
home of tbe Blue i'oint.
Northport Stlects are usd by all the best hotels and restaurants where a large oyster Is desired nnd are considered to be without a peer in their own class. 1'bet.e oysters are of the National
Oyster Carrier Company's own raising.
We use the Bealshlpt Carriers, so that wc receive them at our .tore In as perfect a condition
as when they leave the E"hell.
-

atmniplng Bono to Ordar
ALBl'OLEKOl'E.

COOKINB

NORTHPORT SELECTS

Fancy Dry Goods
224 V, . Com Aveauc

AND

STOVES

Warming Oven.......

EXPENSES.

avenue.

4

of good clothes are divided Into two'
mighty army finds economy and Battofacttao
ready-made- ;
In the high-clasand a small anay of mea
still patronize the custom tailor. Now we will say
that if you can afford to pay $75 to tlOO for a
or overcoat, that you can do no better than to keep on suit
Patronizing the Tailor Princes. There Is some sactUfaoUa-Iknowing that you CAN pay such prices.
BUT; If you belong to the $50 ranks, iet us nugget
(ana prove if you will) that you will get better satisfaction, a better fit, and much superior workmanship n one
of our ready-madH. 8. & M. Suits or Oveareoots.
If you like custom-madclothes at $25 to $30. wo can
give you something better nt

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. KINDLY
PAY AND AVOID EXTRA WORK

home-cooke-

fr'

ed

HAHN&CO.

Whoial0

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DiMauro, tho violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and mandolin. Guaranteed
to be tho bent
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone de- iring lessons uddress general deliv
ery, city.

Tat- -

Wasiihukn Co

W. H.

Un-Convinc-

UUYFTIS

.

THE CASA DE ORO.
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES, BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

ace in the city, where you can al
ways buy
goods. Try our
d
es baked on paprus pie plates. Wo-au'- s

We invite your inspection.

Message to the

classes:

MRS. EVA ISAACMAN.

City.

0

A

.

A Card of Thank.
We desire to thank the lodges and
our friends for their kindness during
the sickness and death of our beloved
husband and father.
IMRS. JOHN WILEY.

pounds of the best extracted
oney, 11. .sixty-oouncan for 5.
Ordtr by postal. W. P. Allen, Box 202

ce

w

y

d

suit.

may think jou can get
alon very well wlth-nlan- n
out 4
hut it
conider a moment you will
realize that with a thoroughly good
piano !n your home there is musical
enjoyment, for you without end.
A good piano will make your
home
twice as attractive, provide unlimited
pleasure for you and your friends, be- fh VH, fu.r,?.',shl?" a ?af '"vestment
depreciation because of
the liiih reputation each make w sell
enjoys.
Isn't It a mistake to put off owning a piano any longer, especially
when there U no reasou under the
sun for the delay?
Why should you delay?
Not because of terms, because we
have told you again and again that
payments may be arranged to meet
your wishes. Not because or any
doubt about the quality of the piano
you may select, for that Is guaranteed
by us.
If there Is any other reason wc
don't know of it, and If you will come
In nnd tell us what It is we believe
wo will be able to clear the difficulty
away.
When you next go shopping why
not call here and select the piano that
'
suits you?
Awaiting your call we are
Very respectfully.
LT3ARXARD & LINDEMANN,
206 West Gold Avenue.
New Mexico's Largest Piano Buyers.

190.
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ing,

HONEY

We have just received a complete line of Hoys'
Underwear. These goods are full cut, well made garments, from a reliable factory and we can recommend
them for ood durable wear.
Union Suits only $1.00.
lined
suits 75 cts. and $t...o per

trt
'

13,

lg

'i't

Boys' Underwear

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

to

